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TEACHING MEXICAN AMERICAN HIS -TORY
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THE MEXICAN AMERICAN -- ADDITIONAL TEACHING-MATERIAL

In the summer of 1970, the writing team of Rodillas and Eaton coMP'leted

a sourcebook entitled A Study Guideline of Mexican American History and

Culture. Thia summer, 1971, thin team has attempted to do some add17.

tional things that will assist the claesroom teacher in better under

standing and teaching about the largest minority in the Southwest. We

feel that additional background is necessary before the right amount of

emphasis can be placed on teaching about Mexican history and culture.

The teacher not having this background might ask, "What is the difference

between September 16 and Cinco de Mayo?" "Why does Mexico celebrate two

independence holidays instead of one like ammo countries?" There might

even be those who would say that Mexican Americans should forget about

these two ,holidays and concentrate only on the Fourth of July. For those.

. who want to know more about Mexican American History and for those who

lack sufficient informal background and/or emphatby, it is hoped these

additional materials will be helpful.

Once this first question is answered4 the next question the teacher might

ask is, "Haw does one go about observing and creating'an understanding

and an appreciation for these Mexican American holidays?" The writing

team has tried to fill this vacuum, where It exists, by some suggestions

and samples of materials bpgihning with a P.A. announcement to start the

day and continuing with momie suggestions at to what various classes might

do to carry out these observations.

An additional category that we think will be helpful are suggestions for

field trips in our community and near-by areas. For the teacher who wants

to take his class to La Placita and/or Ague Manse Cemetery, he will find

a map to assist in his planning. Or, another class might want to see the

San Bernardino ALoistencia in near-by Badlands. How do you get there?

This question is answered. in these materials as well as suggestions made

for visiting other locations in the surrounding area.

For the history teacher who has majored while in school in the more tra-

ditional Anglo American History or European History, it is noetiees dif-

ficult to "catch-up" with the new demands In,Black History, Mexican American

History, and Oriental American History, etc. This obviously takes a

tremendous amount of independent study. We hope the "Timeline on the United

States and Mexican American History" will serve as'a temporary supplement

to teaching an integrated course in American History.

Other additional materials to help the teacher include an annotated list

of some ten new films on Mexican Americans. Those films are available to

all teachers in the dloprict. There are additional new books to supplement

the bibliography of the Study Guideline of 1970. The readings of Rubin

Salazar should serve to help create some dynamic learning sessions in the

secondary schools. The suggestions for:plays and satires you will find "4

both humorous and useful in dispelling eterotypes about the Mexican Ameri-

can. It is hoped the teacher will study these materials and select those

which he can relate to and feel comfortable with.
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THE MEXICAN' AMERICAN
(outline)

This outline is generally designed fora semester's coursetreated as
a survey. The junior and senior high teacher might his per-

suasion accordingto both his, and'atudent'eneed a d beckground. Using

the aourcebook History and Culture of jOit itexie n, I will give

the teacher some background for teaching this outline. Furthermore,

being-cognisant of the parallel timeline (attached will your

awareness and direction of American history West of the Mississ 1

River.

I. Spain in the New World

A. Introduction: Pre-Colombian .ftperionee'* Spat" and Med

B. The Explorers, Conquistadores, and Land

C. The Periphery of Hispano-MeXican and Indian Settlemen

D. Regional ColonizationHispano4iexican Uniqueness

II. The Conflict of Acculturation

A. 801-der Conflicts
8. The Mexican-American War of 1846 and Treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo,of 1848
C. The Defeated Mexican Americans of the Southwest'

//I. The Heritage of Mexican Americanein an Anglo Southwest

A. Anglo-Americans: Beneficiaries of Three-Hundred Years of

Hispano-Mexican Experience
B. Mexican ImmigrationAn Experience in American History

IV. The Sociology of Mexican Americans

A. A Special Minority
B. The Myth of Mexican American Complacency and Docility

C. The Problems of Mexican American Citizenry

D. The Psmity.-An Extended, Pronounced Inititition

E. Violence in the Streets of Los Angeles--/ts Effect on The

Barrio and Community
P. The MexicanMerican Experience in World War II

G. PachuCoContradictory Image of thel4exican American

V. "Chicanos"--Image and Statue of the Mexican'American Today

A. Chicano-sEtymology and Identity Conflicts

B. Chicano and Civil Rights
C. Chicano and His Strides Towards Social,PoIltical, mad-

Economic Justice
D. -Education and the Chicano

E. The Chicano and Imagery Status --including Leaders and

Organizations
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THENEXICAN AMERICAN (Outline) cont'd

VI. The Mexican American, Chicano If TOu Will, ContribUtei to Society

A. Selina'
B. Arts and Literature

C. Education
D. Staines' and Industry
44 Athletics
F. Theater and Show Business
G. Politics
R. Labor

,



A PARALLEL. TIMELINE

TO UNITED STATES AND

MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY



UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY
A PARALLEL TIMELINE

Mexican American, history and culture is a,subject that 'has long been
neglected in California's public school. curriculum, indeed in education

at all levels. Many teachert.of social studies, as well as other
subject areas, do not have the kind of background, formally and/or in-
formallyifrom their college and university experiences to feel comfort-
able teal:hing ethnic studies, be it.Mexlcan American, Black American,
Oriental American or other ethnic groups. This is not meant to imply
that there has always beena lack of personal planning by teachers in

.
preparing to teach, but that there has been a general lack of awareness
on the part of the educational community itself. When many teachers
were working to obtain their diplomas and credentials there 'simply was'

no opportunity or encouragement to include Mexican American studies,.

Black Studies, etc. as part of their baCkground.

..Yet, the need is obvious and the :Riverside Unified School District is

committed by its Superintendent and the Board of Education to in-
clude in our.tourses'of study the. history and culture; of the Me4can
American, fhe second largest minority of whomthere e more than

7,000,000 in the United. States, In the state of California,t where
there are moreMexican Americans than in any other state, the ratio of
Mexican Americans, to Black Americans is two to one. Los Angeles hat
the largest number of citizens of Mexican descent ofany city other

than Mexico City itself. In Riverside, during the school year of 1970-
71,,there were 3,403 Mexican American students or 13% of the total school

population of 27,163. By contrast there were, at the same time, 2,284

Black students or 8% of. the total numbed of students.

This timeline is an effort to give teachert a tool that can be used in

the classroom with the minimum of preparation. It is-not all inclusive

and it is not meant to be. There will certainly be events which are
inadvertently left out which some educators will consider of greater
significance than some which have been included. But, it is hoped that

for those teachers who have little time to do initial additional pre
paration, this timeline will serve as a beginning in teaching Mexican

American history and culture. It is of the utmost importance in teach-
ing:U. S. History to present a balanced view. As the teacher does this,
be will certainly emphasize the early Spanish - Mexican heritage of the

Southwest. By the year 1607 when Jamestown was founded, Juan Onatehad
already led an expedition into the northern borderlands f 40 Spain

Jwhich is now Newt/Lex:16:y, Texas, and Arizona.' He did thi'Althe. years.

before Jamestown. It was'only two years after JaMesto thatSanta Fe,
YNew Mexico was founded. James Marshall is even credit for the original
discovery of gold in California.in 1848, but-Francisco apowdiscovered
gold six years earlier in the San Fernando alley. United.Statet'history
did not originate exclusively with Anglo American settleMents east of

the Appalachian Mountains, It includes the paralleled events occurring

north of the Rio Grande.
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UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY A PARALLEL TIMELINE, coned
J '0

The use of the te;m,Nexican nerican, here not mean to omit in this column
events which occur in Mexico and to nclude only thoSe.events which occur
within the territorial confines of the United. States. °Because the Asericin' -

of tieicican-4escent was here under the flags of Spain and Mexico before,'

the Anglo American came, beciuse there has been the steady Ins,,(ent back

and forth across the border throughout the history of thw two untries;
and because of the otherwise close identity of Mexican America s o

events occurring in Mexico, many significant dates in the his of that ,

country are included under the, heading of MexicanAmerican History.

1.0



UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN AMER N

H I STORY.,

(A Parallel Timeline)

UNITED STATES R/STORY

c. .1000 Vikings reach Iceland and
Greenland

nv

L

MEXICAN ERICAN HISTORY

40. Prehistoric Period
of Maya. at Chichen
Itza in Yudati6

1191 A.D. TOlterce comquer,Mareali
Tula and Teotibuacan:

1098-1291 .Crusades
events le
of Discov

o Holy Land; Rey
ding to the Age ,

ry

1487 Diaz sails ar

ti of Africa

1492 Cristobal Col
"America" fo
of :,ain.

c. 1200- South4

...re
1337, Peunding of Mexico City under-the

guidance ofcthe Attec God,

1440-1464 Emperor Moctezuma I rules'
a baited Aztec Empire over
much Of Me cos

d the southern

ere'

la

1
iftely

94 Treaty of Tord
Pope divides t
world between

sillas: The
non -christian

rtu al and S'ai .

1497-1498 GiovamVi boto(John Cabot
sails among the coast of
North America---giving the
English its claim to the
New ubtld.

1497-1503 Amertge Vespucci'S voyages
o South AmeriCe..

1513 Balboa discovers the Pacific '

ocean.

1502-1520 MOctezuma II, Emperor of -1
the Aztecs

1519 Rernan Cortes begins the ccequest
of Mexico.

1520 Cusuhtmmoc, last of the Aztec

;; Eaperorsh executed by Comas . -

1519-1522 Magellan
the wort

Ircumnavigates

11
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UNITED STATES AND NE ON, AMERICAN,NISIVEY

,WITTED STATES HISTORY

1524 Verresano sails along the coast

of North America giving the
Pauli their claim to the Nov

World.

1534-1535 Cartier discovers the St.
Lawrence River for the
French.

..""ntly:ss

et

coned )

MEXICAN ASERICAN 11I STORY,

1520 The.beginning of Spanish colonial
rule, including: VicerOY and
Audiencia as political Usti
tution (Supreme Court) Rocca.-
finds as ocenesic .and seciaz
institutift and the RessA Cotholic
'Church as the religious limit.'

1531 Nueatra do upe
patron saint of Mezico,, appoars
to young Indian bey, Juan, Diego

in vision and loads to the ac-
ceitance of new religion by the

1527.-1535 The'ship cr svre

of Alvaro Naos Cabosa de
Voce, Pray Marcos ant'Este-
bonito v._ Texas!

1559 ribove trio seek tho Seven
Cities of Cibola and explore
Arizona.

1340-1.542 Coronado- continues ezplor-
lug the Nort rn borderlands
of Ne S ain

. -

1544 llern DiSoto discov re the.

93172 Juan Cabrillo discovers Point
Lana, San Diego and explores' the
coast of Alta California (Calif..
and Oragcn) in search of the.'
Straits of Anita.

1565 St. Augustine,
oldest city io

1577-1579 Sir.Frencis Drake sails a-

voted the world, and attacks
Spanish shipping and colo-

nies; claims California for

Nien Elizabeth. .

1587 Settlers at Roanoke Island; first

settlement in the Aneritas

Florida is founded,
the United States,.

..';

X12



UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN AMERICAN mama cont'd

igED STATES HISTORY

158% Spanish Armada
event marks, t
decline of Spa
power and the
a colonial pow

MEXICAN AMERICA; HISTORY

Is defeated. This
beginning of the
as a colonial

Ise of England as

1607 Jamestown is founded, first
successful Anglo American
settlipent in North Aeerick.-

1608 Champlain founds Quebec, "first
=successful French Americen

settlizzent.
a

09-1116sonudg7-on
River; gives the Dutch a claim
in the Nil Wbrld.

1619 House of Burgesses in Virginia,
first self-governing body !nth':
New World. Aleo, first )1(roup of

:Black people:to came to an Eng-

U.S.LnigirmamsJ4asitcbusetts.

630 Puritans
tts

'1643 Roger Williamsfounds Rhode
Island on principle of sepa--
ration of state from church.

1649 Maryland Act of Toleration gave
religious freedmnsto all
"Christians". ,'

13

1598 Juan Wate's expedition_into the
'berth - explores Texas, New
Mexico, Utah, Colored% Rinses 4

and Nebraska and establishes
outposts in same. It also marks
the beginning of-the sheep in-
dustry in the South. A..

Santa Ye,
earliest Mexican American settle-
ment in the Southwest.

1630 By this year, there Are 25
sionmand.90 pueblos on the
frontier-stretching frost Texas

to Arizona and numerous ranchos.

1680 'Great Indian uprising along the ,

northern frontier. Only El Paeo,,

remained as an outpost.
ing thiemassaCre,of the Spanish-
Mexican frontiersman, a new
sYstmm of settlement was devel-
oped. Pueblos (villages), mis-

sions and presidloe (forts)' were
located'cleser together for
Asrneeetionl
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UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY cont'd

UNTIED STATES HISTORY 1

1682 Penn started colony of enn-
sylvania in quest for religious
freedom for , Quakers .

1732 Georgia, last-of original thlr
tom colonies was founded by

Janes ORlathorpe.

1754-1763 The French and Indian War

was fought with the and

result that &gland re-
; placed France in Canada.

1763 'Proclamation of I.63 by Patna.
ment was an effort to keep English

settlers east of the. Appalachian

Mountains.

1765 Pirlisment passed the Stamp Act- -

Stamp Act Congress Met in retalia-

tion.

1770 Boston Massacre.

1775 Hostilities between English fled .

Coats and colonials at Lexington

and Concord began the Marian
Revolistion.

1776 July 4 -- Declaration of lnde-'

pondence

17'8 Ptench *id was given to Americans
Saratoga

1781 British surrendered at Yorktown

Articles of Confederation
ratified

MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY

1687 -1712 lather Eusebio Francisco
Zino began to recover lost
settleeants on the northern-
frontier of Nov Spain and
to establish new ones. Be
established more than fifty
missions in Northern Mexico
and

r,..7131.6Fathaperorafotsdedtbe
2444p:ton of San, Diego, the first
44'21 Franciscan missions in
California. His chose life work
which quilifies him as the
"Father of California" continued
until his death ini1784. Pro-
sidlos and pueblos of San Diego,
Santaillarbara and Monterey were

bsgunAurine,his

*79 Spain declared war4ms'England
and gave financial aid to the
Americans although this weakened

Spain.

17 c 1 Pueblo of Los Angeles wee founded
by party of Spaniards, MesaiXos
'(mixture of Indian and Spanish),.

dians, and Negroes,

14



1820 MiszoUrl. Compromise over alsverEj

UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN MERICII

1

STORY -- cont'd

UNITED STATES HISTORY .

1783 Treaty of peace recognized
American independence.

LE87 Constitutional n

1789 Conititution adopted; George
Washington elected first presi-
dent 4

MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY

1783 Spain recovered Florida until
1821.

1789-1815 French Revolution and the
Napoleonic Wars drastically
changed &Tope's power struc-
ture and the colonial sys-
tea in Spanish America.

11791 Bill-of Rights adopted:

1803 LOuislana Purchase by President
.ThOmite Jefferson brought the
United States and ,Spain in dire9t
contact in the vest.

1807 Embargo Act -- U.S. Isolation with
regard to Europe

1812-1814 The Wir of 1812, Americafa
second war for_ independence,
man fought as an outgrowth

of the Struggle between
Napoleon and England._

15

-e4

1808 Napoleon placed his brother,
Joseph, on the throne of Spain
precipitating the revolt of the
Spanish American colonies.

1810 rather Miguel Hidalgo y Castilla
on September 16 called for the
overthrow of Spanish rule with
his "El Grito de Dolores".

1810.1815 SosirMaria Morelos carried
on the struggle after the
execution of Father Hidalgo.

1821 The independence of Mexico is
achieved,

1822-1823 Augustin de Iturbides,
criollo, became Emperor

. of Mexico.

-1820's The Austins bring first "Anglo"
settlers into. Texas, Mexican
province of CobUila, mbere.as
Mexican citizens they agreeto.no
slavery and to became Roman
Catholic,
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UN/TED STASES AND MEXICAN dt4ERICAN HISTORY -- cont id

UNITED STATES HISTORY,

1823, The Monroe Doctrine unilaterally
established the U.S. as the pro-

3
tectorate of the w etern. heals-.
Oars.

1828 Tariff of Abominations and the
Dottrine of Nullification are
eased.

1830 Web rlaaynes Debate over the

Union haelsed the internal
struggle thin the U.S.

1 The American Me
their independ
lowing the hitt
and San Jacinto
mile into exist
were in ;favor o
Lorenzo de Zava
President of T

I F

MEXICAN dMER/CAN HISTORY

1823 The Me4can Republic was 'formed
under a constitetleg that re-
saahled the recently adopted
Aderlezn constitution.

1823-11;28 Guadalupellictoria *estis°
4 became first Rresident of

the Republic of Mexico.

cans of
ce from-
es of the
the Lone
ce. Ma
Teen.
a wee t
a.

1855 Era of Santa Anna, thzee,
times President, dictator
once and exiled-three:times.
During this timelmiliterriza
became a common disease ih,

Planinsulares' .

(those born in Sp ),

criollos, outlaw , and
Indians united in
common apt la

exas declared
xico and f01-
Alamo, Gelled"
tarjhapublic
Mexicans

dependence;
first Vice

1845 Texas is annexed by the Mated
States following the Presidential

11,
342 Francisco Lopes disdovered gold:

in San Fernando'Vellmysf;
ford* six years before J#meis
Marshall's discovery at Sutter&
Mills.

1846-1848 The Mexican
and with t

-) Hidalgo, t

.ofliertco,
were given
to Mexico
ing Americ
tees.

American War was gought
Treaty. of Guadalupe
U.S.-acquired 9P0 half

land. Mexicaft-citisens,
the option og returning
thin one,year or becom-

es with guaran-

s>

1848 'James Marshall discovered gold at
Coloma on the American River
precipitating the gold rush of

1849.

16

1
1840-1860 s Mexican techniques of

mining (placer
4,44 were used in the gold

fielde of California elk
well ap=other strikest
Atrastr* (0111.for grind-
ing), dry vaahleethOd,
and the atio process of
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UNITED =mu AND MEXICAN MERMAN HISTORY -- cooed
9

UNITED STATES HISTOKY

1850 California came into the Union,
ae'a free state as part 'of the,
Oemprasise of 1850. The rest
.ot the Mexican Cession would be
elavoi or free as the settlers
decided ,(popular sovereignty).

L1854 !Wises .Nebrosha Act 1

185' Scott .Decision

18 di Abrabim Lieoetn became president
and eleten Southern( states seceded

11861-1865 American Civil War

1863 The battle of Gettysburg wee the
turning point of the Civil War.

1865 The end of the American ;Civil
war saw greater pressure on the

French by the heericans to get
their env of Mexico.

1865-1876 Reconstruction Era in U.S.
This was the age of great
corruption in national, state
and local =ants.

1090 This year saw the official clos-

ing of the frontier by the Bureau

of the Census. However, New
Mexico mad Islam are denied
statehood becausethe Anglo popu-

lation WO root groat enough.

1898 "Spanish Anerice War brought to an,
end SpaiWs colonial empire in

the New World that had begun neat...;

ly 400 years earlier, and it also

ended American isolation with
ard to Rur_

11899 The United States Joined the Ope.
* Door Policy for China

MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY

180 Ley Julieil-Frisident Ames
attempted reforms in Mexico
in fever of theigestiso and
the Indian.

1862 -18& The spire of NeldaLlianel
in IWO°

1862-1867 Benito James, Zapetec
Indian, united Mi3dco
Wait the foreigner,
Mexhilliano, and in 1867
Maximillano was defeated
and executed.

1876-1910 Dictatorship of Porfiris
Dias. Au orderly Mexico
was maintained by graft,
bribes and the iwift-
"justice" of the gales
(Hangars). Dias' milk
saw a greatly increased
foreign investment
camp:hied by privileges
.for the ferelen ioreetor.

1 17
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UNITED STATFS AND MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY -- cont'd

UNITED STATES HISTORY

1901 Panama Canal Zoni treaty was

.
signed following Panamanian re-

1912 New Mexico and Arizona entered
the Union as new states.

MEXICAN itallICAN HIsroiti

1910 The Mexican Revolution began
Spontaneously as Mexicans of
all classes.rose up against

1911'Irancisco Madero was elected
President; reforms were at-
tempted but came slowly.
Madero was assassinated by
Norte.

1911-1920 Mexi an Civil War: tancho
Vill Atirero Obregon,
Venu tiann Carranza,
Bmillano Zapata each led
armies dcross war- ravaged

'Mexico. Thousands of
Mexican ditimis escaped
,b.Y.cOiling the border to

.......____ti

1914-1918 The First World War

it1:917 The United States entered the war part-
ly as a result of the unlimited sub-
marine warfare of Germany and partly
because of the Zimmerman Telegram from
*Germany to Mexico attempting to get
the latter to join the war against the

United States.

1919 The Treaty-of Versailles official-
ly ended the war, The United
States refuses to join the League

1914 U.S. Troops landed in Veracruz
to pro4et_American oropesty.

1916 'General "Blackjack" Pershing
croesed the Rio Grande in pursuit
oaf Poncho Villa who had raided

1917 tiew liberal Mexican Constitution,
the emphasis is to preserve
Mexico for 24enIcane; Catholic
Church was banned from politics,
new land refor6 was made, and
labor unions were encourasked.

19174918 Large numbers of.Mindciine
entered the United States
taunt the war time de-
Oland for agricultural lab-
orers, railroad mainten-
ance crews and factory
workers.

18
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UNITED sr/0Es AND MEXICAN /MERICAN HISTORY cont'd

UNITED STATES HISTORY

1920's The mew quota system on immi-
gration restricted the number
of people entering the U.S.

and Asia.

1931 -1941 New Deal measures of Franklin
D. liloosevelt dominated

American Politics. Good
Neighbor Policy toward Latin
America was announced.

039-045 ...World War

2941-1945 World War II again created
considerable shogage of man
power in the United States
in agritulture and in in-

1941 Ja Pearl Harbor.

1942-1943 Battle of Guadalcanal sees
the United States "begin the
lank Toed back" in the
Pacific.

1944 Allied sion of Prance

1945 Germany and Om JO, surrender

MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY

Bws th. new immigration system
did not affebt immigration
from Mexico to the U.S.
Large numbers continued to
cruse the border legally mad
illegally (mojados or wet.-

30-4 The depre on yearssevera
thousand of Mexican imaricanai
and Mexican citizens returned
to Mexico under programs of
;repatriation and expulsion."
'In some cases, families were
broken

2936-2940 Prpaidency of LAIero
Cardenas sees additional
land reform, Memicanisation
of industry, and indianisme.

1941 -1945 Mexican laborere again pour
across the border. Public
Law 78, the Bracer° Program,.
was initiated to brinivIerk-
ere to the north durintpeak
needs in egricultureGreen
card 'holders also added.tO
the source of inexpensive
labor.

2942-2943 Pachuce riots in Los Angelea
by same Mexican American
youth mad. reprisal by same
U.S. military personnel
punctuate cultural conflict
between Mexican American
and Anglo America.

1

1941 -1945 There, ars ten Mexican
American Medal Of Honor
winners including S/Sgt.
Tamed Villages of Casa
Blanca - Niverside.

1945 The United Nat is formed

19
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UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN ItiERICAN HISTORY cont'd

UNITED STATES HISTORY

1950 -1953 Tbe Kprfan War watiought-

2954 Swpreme Court decision of Brom
vs. the Board of Education gave
hope for the end of segregation
in all walks of life,

1055 This gear saw the vigorous begin-
ning of the fight for Civil Rights

. by Black Americans wheaMrs. Parks
refused to give hermit in a bus,
to, a wl4tt veep .

01956 -71e7Rev. Martin L. King emerged as
one of the leading spokesmen cm,'
Ctvil RishtS

1963 The promising leadership of Presi-
dent...Yawl?! Keenedy came to an

untimely and' with aisassina-

i

1964 1Major CivarRights-Act was passed.

, Tonkin Gulf incident. served to esv

jleasg_onalot

1965 Watts became the first In a series:

of riots and insurrections in,1arge

urban Areas ip the latter.60!s.

2967 nig year ewe signifiCant number

of voices raised' against American
participation in Southeeit Asia,
influencing President Johnson's
decision not to run for a second

team

1968 Martin L. King and then Robert "F.,

Kem6e4w are ass inatod.

1969 Neil Armstrong *came the first

man to walk on he e1000

1,

M CM iMERICAll HISTORYM
1950-1953 Mexican Americans again

ebovAd their patriotioa and
vs in the Mown conflict

-.a el more of their number.
win , ansressialal Medal
sf

1950-1957 A renewal o repatriatien'of
Mexicans back to Mexico, re-
kindled animosity among=
M xican Americans. i.

1957 - Present With the tumefied aware-
ness on the part of the.
Mexican Aperient of blo-
omed. in housing, eduii,
cation, and employment,
there has been a'prollf-
oration of political
organizations aimed at
achieving these goals.
They include: CSO,
canG.I.Porma, NAPA, PASSO,
ACCPE, the Council of
Mexican American Affairs,
$ZCBA, and VMS,

wee1960'e-Present

begins to become la-
volved with the chicano
movemint, La Ras* Unida,
and in actively partici.d
pating political,
educational, ecomemit,
and social reforms.
Leaders would include
Rees Tijerins end.

0111.111 Porn G*11311198-

20.

2965-Present Ce r Chaves provides
leadership in organt*Ing
the farm workers in 'seek...
ing better working con-
ditionsand wages. His
VPWOC publicised tbe
plight of the Campeeino
(farm worker)',
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UNITED STATES AND rusacs; IHER/CAN HISTORY coat

UNITED STATES HISTORY

o

MEXICAN ftIERICAN =non

1965-1970 The late Rama Salazar be*
cams the nest articulate
spokesman or the plight of
the *Memo.

l96$-Present Sal Castro, teacher at
Lincoln High School in
Les Angeles, aribolised

_;the .plight of &lean°.
educators as he was in-
volved in thelirstisass
student walkout in
American history..
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RUBEN SALAZAR. -HIS GOALS .REMAIN
a

(Reprinted From The Los Angeles Times, Tuesday, September 1, 1970)

Ruben:Salazar was a most uncommon man who fought mightily for the cause

of, a group of underprivileged common men--those of the economically de-

'prived Mexican- American community.

When Mr. Salazar,'whase column appeared weekly in The Times, was killed

,during last Saturday's East Side rioting, he died on the job at 42. He

was covering that tragic event. We fervently wish he were here with us

today, to help, explain what really happened.
.

Born in Jtarez, Mexico, Mr. Salazar came to The Times 11 years ago as k

city .

staff reporter, and won awards for his intensivescoverage of Mexican..

Ade*irn affairs:

In his 1963 series on what is now known as. the Chicano community, he wrote

of dropouts from inferior schools, of the Mexican-Americans' lack of

political power, of their search for identity in an/Anglo world.

finalcolumnaast Friday declared: "The Mexican-American has the low-

est educational level,, below either black or Anglo; the highest' dropout

rate; the highest illiteiacy rate."

In that colymn,she'reported that.U.S. Senate hearings on such problems..

Tailed to evoke any interestelthough Mexican-Americans are the.nation's

second largest ethnic minority.

Sometimes Mr. Salazar, who joined the Spanish language TV station NMEX

last April, was an angry man, and properly so; as eobservid the in-

equities around him. Yet he spoke out with'a calm v or that made his

words all the more impressive--and influential.

In a eulogy, it is customary to conclude that ouch a man will be missed.

This is utterly true'of Mr. Salazar. For as Rep. Ed Roybal (D-Los Angeles),

one of the few Mexican-Americans in Congress, mourned. on learning of his

death:

"Violence has deprived us of the man who best articulated the'necessity

for the peaceful pursuit of long overdue social reforms for the'Spanish-

speaking community in the United States. . .

"One thing. we do know,-hetmver, is that Ruben salazar's burden passes on

to each one. of us Who remain behind, and we must'continue to peacefully

pursue his goals of secialreform with steadfast determination."

o

k

Those are bigsoals. He was a big man.
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A

WHO IS A 0.HICAN 0 1. AND ,WHAT

IS IT T,HE CHICANOS ANT?

BY RUBEVSAL4AR

(Reprinted From The Los Angeles Times, Friday, ,February 6, 1970).

A Chicano is a Mexican-American with a now,Anglo image ofilimself.

He resents being `told ColUmbus "discovered" Amepican TOUenthe 'Chicanei
ancestors, the Mayans and the. Aztecs, founded highly sophistiOated.civili=
nations centuries before Spain financed the Italiaeexplcieeres'trip to
.the "New World.".

. .

Chicanos resent also'Anglo pronouncements that,, Chicanos Ire."culturally
deprived" or that the fact that they speak'Spenish'is a "problem.%

Chicanos will tell youithat their culthre predates that of the Pilgrims
and that Spanish was spoken in America before. Engligh. and-so the "prob-
lem" is not theirs but the Anglos' who don't speak.Spanish.

Having told you that, the Chicano Will then contend that Anglos are Spanish-
oriented at the expense of Meiicans

They will complain that when the governor dresses up as a Spanish.noble-
man for the Santa Barbara Fiesta he'kinsulting Mexicans because the Spanish
conquered and exploited the 14exicans.

It's as if the governor dresses like an English Redcoat for a Fourth of.
July parade, Chicanos say;

When you think you know. what Chicanos are getting at, a Mexican-American will
tell you that ChiCano is An insulting term and may eVen quote the Spanish
Academy to prove that Chicano derives from chicane0.

A Chicano will scoff at/this and say that such have been
'brainwashed by Anglos and that they're Tie Tacos (Uncle Tomd). This type'
of Mexican-ARericans,,Ggicanos will argue; don't like: the word Chicano be
cause it's abrasive to their Anglo-oriented minds.

, jos

These poor people are brown,Anglos, Chicanos will smirk.

What, then, is,a Chicano? Chicanos say that ff you haveto ask you'll never
understand, much less become a Chicano.

ActOally, the word Chicano is as' difficult to define as !'s001..",
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WHO IS A CHICANO? AND WHAT IS IT THE CHICANOS WANTT.-- Coned'

For those who like simplistic answers, Chicano can be defined as short
kOrMexicano. For thead who prefer complicated answers, it had b en. sug-
tested that Chicano may have come from the word Chihuahua -.then of a-,
AlleXican state bordering patine United Statea. Getting trickier, 1,s,

version then contends that Mexicans who migrated to Texas call t selves
Chicanos becaUteLhavingciossedInto the United. States froM dilifludia they
adopted the: first three letters of that state, Chi, and than added can4
or the latter part ofilexano.

ch explanation's, hOWever, tend-tOsass:the whole point as to Why(Mexicaa.!
trican activists call themselves Chicanos.

: .

(

xican-Americans, the second largest minority in the t.country and e largest
the Southwestern.atates ,(California, Texas, Arizona, New MexicoAnd:
orado), have.alwayshad difficulty makiip0R-up their minds what to call
selves. ', , - ,

.

.

Ocatiexica7they call:themselves Spanish - Americans. /if other party of
`!Southwest they call themselves Aieiltans of .Mexlean descent., people
Spanish surnames or Hispanbs. - g , . .....

ask some Mexican-Americansi can't'we just call ourselves Aniericanii

Chic os are trying to explain whyoot. *exican-Americansi though:ihdi
to t e, Southwest, are on the lowest rung scholastically, economically,
cial y and politically. Chicanos feel cheated, They want to effect change,
Now.

Mexican-Americans average eight years of schodling compared to .t eiNegroes'
10 years. Farm workers, most of whop,aie Mexican-American in tl Southwest,

o are excluded'from the National Labor Relations Act unlike other workers. 4
Also, Mexican-Americans often have'to compete for loW-paying jobs with their
Mexican brothers from ac oss the border who ire willing to work for even
less. Mexicp-Americans have to live with the stinging fact that the word
Mexican is4he synonym fo inferior in many parts of the Southwest.

That is why Mexican-American activists flaunt the barrio word Chicaho--as
an act of defiance and a badge of honor. Mexican-Americans, though large
in numbers, are so politically impotent that-in Los Angeles,' where the
country's largest single- concentration of 'Skuttash-speaking live, they lave
no one of their own on the City. Council.,,, This, in a city politically- 90.-
phisticted enough to have three-Negro councilTen. T.

Chicanos, then, Are merely fighting, to become "Ameri,cans." Yea, ,hut with
a Chicano outlook.
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' I

CHICANOS.i4OULD FIND IDENTITY.

BEFOR,E_COALITION WITH BLACKS

BY RUBEN SALA*.

(Reprinted From The Log Angeles Times, Friday,' February 20, 1970)

'Mexicans and Negroes are learning .'that they must know each oth'er bitter
if their differences are not to help those4who would like to kill the,,
"civil rights movement.

This necessarylesson is not easy to come by.

Blacks, scarred by t he bitter and sometimes bloody struggle for,equal,ity,
consider Mexican-Ame4cans or Chicanos as Johnnies-com0.ately who should
follow black leadership until the Chicanos earn their gOrs.

Chicanos, not untouched by bigotry and wary of the more gophisticated
'black leadership insist on going their own way because, as they. put it,
"our problems are different from those of the Negroes."

Despite th'loud mouthings of radicals, most.blackg and Chicanon want
the same thing: a-, fair chance te_enter the mainstream of4imerican society
without abandoning their culture and uniqueness.-

Much hasbeetImade of late of the growing rift between Negro and Mexican
Americans, Chicanot complaih.that blacks get most of the government help
in the fight against racisml.while Negroes scoff that MeXicanfAmericang:
have not carried their share of the burden in the civil righvmovement.

.

Leaders of both communities throw up their arms in despair, sayin&tat
the blacks and iTwns are fighting over_peinuts and that political coali-
tions must be formed to mgka real impact onthgGtahlishment.

, - . ,

Blacks and browns have always beet cast together by the forces of history
rand the needs of thete two peoples.

Los Angelesvfor instance was founded not:by Spfinish caballeros; , as
romantiet would have it, 1:utby blacks'and" browns.

Ilistoriattli. H. Bancroft points eut that Los Angeles Wei founded on
SepteMber 4, 1781,. with 12 settlers and their familiesliF6 persona -in all,
"whose blood was a strange mixture of. Indian (Mexican) and Negro with
here.an4 there a,trace of,:pEpanish.

C. D. Willard, another hintorian adds, 4t'"cavaloguing this extraordinary,:::
"c011eetion of adults by nationality or Colot.1-we have:twe Spaniards, One-
mestizo, twolNegroeS, eight mullatoes:and nine (ASACaO) Todians"

P=
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CHICANOS WOULD FIND IDENTITY BEFORE COALITION WITH BLACKS cont'd

The children of the'stttlers, continues Willard, were ven o e mixed,
as follows: Spanish-Indian, four; Spanish-Negro, fiv Negro Indian,
eight; Sim:ash-Negro-Indian, three; Indian, two.

Since then, Mexicans and Negroes have more or, less followed their on
separate destinies, due partly to their cultural and language differences
butalao bechuSe of the racist strain in American society.

ti

Mexican-Americans have a, saying aboUt Negroes that goes,. "Juntos pero'
no revueltos"--together but noCmixed. Negroes, on the other hand, tend.-
to think of Met4..can-Aaroriclinsaedo many Anglos--as "quaint and foreign.",

;
One hundred and eighty years after the, small group of black and :brown
people'settle in what, became Los Angeles,-however, siNMexican-American
children and six Negro,children.are involved in a Superior CoUrt ruling
in which Judge Alfred Gitelson ordered the Los Angeles school district
decegregatedi,-)

When the Los'Angeles school district is finally integrated, history will
again-have thrown the blacks and the browns together.

To understand why Mexicans and'Negroesare haVing their ifference'e now,
one must look at it in the lightof the black. revolution.

The revolution exploded partly from a condition which had been known all
-along but which became the basis for a black-white confrontation; the

Color of One's skin is all too important in America. White is good.

/-
Black is bad..

Faded with an identity crisis, many Mexican-Americansespecia ly the
young who were excited by black militancy -- decided they had been misled

by the Mexican establishment into apathetic confusion.

It Game as a shock at fitst: Mexican-Americans felt caught between the
whie and the black. Though counted as,"white" by the Bureau of Census,
Mexican-Americans fiere.never really thought of as such.

The ambivalence felt vaguely and in silence for so long seemed to crystalize.
in the wake of the black revolution. A Mexican - American was neither

Mexican nor Ametican. He was neither white nor black.

One of the reasons, for the growing distrust between Mexicans and,Negroes
is that the,Chicano is still searching for.his-identity:

As.yet, most'Mexican-Americans seem not to identify withny one single
overriding problem-as Americans. Though they know they're somehow dif-
ferent, many still cling to the idea that Mexican- Americans are Caucasian,

thus white, thus'"one of the boys. ".

27



CHICANOS WOULD FIND IDENTM BEFORE COAL ION WITIlliLACKS #» cont 'd

Many prove it: By looking and living like white Amiricans, by obtaining

and keeping good jobs and by.intermarrying with Angloo who never think

of it as a "mixed marriage."

Many others, however, feel they have for too lodg been cheated by tacitly

agreeing to be Caucasian in name only. Theselle4eadmericenst especial-
ly the young Chicanos, feel that the coalition with the Anglo* has failed.

And they're not about ready to form a new coalition this time with the

blacks- -until they, the Chicanos, find their. own identity in their owd

way.
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MALIGNED WORD: MEXICAN

BY RUBEN SALAZAR

(Reprinted From The Los Angeles Times, Friday, April 17, 1970)

Mexican. That good name has been vilified for so long that even in tie

eouthwest, where Mexicans are as plentiful as Yankees in New England, the

word is used cautiously.

Molt Mexican-Americans have experience the wary question from an Anglo:

"You're Spanish, aren't you?" or "Are you Latin?" Rarely will the Anglo

venture: "You're Mexican aren't you?"

The reason is that the word Mexican has been dragged through the mud of

racism since the.Anglos arrived in the Southwest. History'tells us that

when King Fisher, the famous Texan gunman, was asked how many notches he

had on his gun, he answered: "Thirty-aeven--not countinglnexicans."

"Remember.the Alamo!" is still used as an antiAlexican insult where "Re-

member Pearl Harbor" has been forgotten.

Carey:McWilliams in his enlightening ;'North From Mexico"\notes that the

word "greaser" was well-known in early California and that it. was defined

as "Mexican; an opprobrious term." He also reports that "greaser" is

"California slang for a mixed race of Mexican and Indians."

"Greaser," McWilliams points out, is defined in the Century Dictionary as

"a.native Mexican. . .originally applied contemptuously by the AMericans.

of the'Southwestern United States'to Mexicans."

All this, and more, has contributed to the psychOlogical.crippling of the

Mexicanz.American when it comes to the word Mexican. He is unconsciously

ashamed of it.

State Sen. Jose Bernal of T xas told the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

last year that the "schools have not given us any reason to be proud" of

beingliexican. People ru ng'thei schools "have tried to take.away, our.

latigUage," the senator continued, and ea Mexican - American children very

early are embarrassed by the Spanish language and by being Mexican.

One of the reasons for this, Bernal told the commission, is that "it has

been inculcated" in the minds of grammar school children that the Mexican

"is no good" by meant of, for instance, overly and distortedly emphasizing

the Battle of the 'Alamo and ignoring all. contributions made by Mexicans

in the Southwest.
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MALIGNED WORD: MEXICAN 44n0 d'

4

Unfortunately, California Superior Judge Gerd S. Chargin,bas dragged.
the wotd Mexican to a new low. In sentencing03 17-year-o1delMexican4
American boy for incest in San Josh Mat Sept. 2; Judge Chargin looked'

down from the bench and told thipaAmerican citizen that "we ought to
Send you out of the countrysend-you back to Mexico...You ought to cord
mit suicide. .That's whort I think of people this kind. You ire lower
thah animals and haven't the right to live in,organized society.. - -just

miserable, loUsy, rotten people." ,

Is it any wonder, then4that the Mexican-American community is bitterly.
disappointed in that the California Commission on Judicial Qualifications
recommended that the Supreme Court publicly tensure Judge Chargin instead
of recommending that he be removed from the bench?

The commission, in making its recommendation, calls Chargin's remarka
"improper and inexcusable" and says they "'constituted conduct prejUdicial

to the administration of justice that Igitga the judicial office into

disrepute."

The commission goes on to say, however, that "there is no evidence of bias

or prejudice by (the judge) except for the incident of Sept; 2, 1969.
There is evidence," concludes the commission, "that apart from this (the`

judge) has been a tolerant and compassionate judge with a background of
understanding and interest in the problems of the underprivileged and

ethnic minorities."

The Mexican-American community seems not to buy that. The ge&tral feel-

ing seems to be that if Judge Harrold Carswell was denied a seat in the

'Supreme Court for, among other reasons, making a racisespeech in his
youth, Judge Chargin should be remov d froth thd bench for making anti
Mexican remafks, on record, from th ench.

This, the community seems to feel, would help cleanse the much maligned

word Mexican.
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DONyT MA_KE THE BATG LOCO
GO TEE WAY OP THE ZOOT SUITER.

BY RUBEN SALAZAR

(Reprinted Prom The Los Angeles Times, Friday, June 19, 1970)

A bato loco is a soot suitor with a social conscience. He-may be an

ex-con, a marijuana smoker and dangeroualy defiant. But the difference

between the soot suitor or pachuco of the early 401cand a present bato

locovliterigly acrazy guy, is that the bato loco is,..experiencing a

social revolution and so is learning and liking political power.

The difference is so itiortant that unless we understand it we can cow-

tribute toward reverting the bato loco to an anarchist zoot suitor.

An anarchistic zoot suiter,,ss we learned just before World War can\

be easily driven to:violence. A bato loco, though impossible to-convert

intpi Eagle Scout, can be dealt with on a political. basis.

Because of the civil rights revolution, the so-called Establishment has

deemied it necessary to accept innovations ranging from Head Start to

Chicano Studies. .

A countering "silent majority" revolution, howevert'is trying to reverse

this acceptance and the trend today is to junk social innovations be-

cause, it is felt, they only "pamper" militants.

vbat we must realize ie that it is easier to open a Pandora's box then

to close it. .

The economy slowdown, the lingering Vietnam War and surging "hard'hit"

militancy are beginning to strip the bato loco of his newly gained

social conscience.

"The gabacho (white man) never really changes.." a bato loco said recently.

"He gives you an inch and takes away a yard." .

It is eaay to understand the silent majority's frustration with high

taxes, dierespectful militancy and seemingly unending social innovations.

Burt° the bato loco in the barrio this frustration is a luxury which he

cannot effort and does not understand:

All this bato loco knows is that things were looking up for a while and

that unlike the zoot guitar predecessor he could get involved in such

projects as the Neighborhood Adult Participation Project. Now hi knows

theheat is on and that such projects are bang condemned. by political

and law-and-order leaders as subversive and moneywastin
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DON'T MAKE THE BATO LOCO' GO »14A OF THE ZOOT SUTTER cont'd
01

Stripped of his potential political power.-and that,.ifter all, is what.
barrio and ghetto social innovations produce' -the bato loco baa no way

to go but to the dangerous shell of, an anarchistic toot miter.

Recently, a front-page story appeared, in of all primes, the Vall Street

JoUrnal, which w R of possible violence in the Southwest's Chicano

barrios.

According to the newspaper, Jos; Angel dUitierrez, a Te.caa Chicano actiyiat
who holds a master's degree in political science, said that "It'd too
late for the gringo to make amends: 'Violence has got to comes"-

.

This may sound scandalously alarming but the mood in the barrios tieemi,

back it up.

*

This mood is not being helped by our political and aaw-and-order leaders

who are irying to discredit militants Sta,,the barrioa,as subversive or
*

criminal.

In the.traditionally quiet town of Pomona, for instance, a crowd of

Mexican - American parents, not known for their civic participation;'reL

cently applauded Brown Beret speakers.

The importance of this is that a yeai ago it would be impossible to find
Mexican-American patents hob-nobbing with Brown Berets. Police chiefs)

mayors and other leaders must learn that they can no longei discredit a
movement by just pointing out that the Brown Berets, or any other militant

group, are involved.

In other words, whether we like it or not, Brown Berets are gaining the

respect of barrio people at the expense of traditional mores.

But perhaps more importantly, the Mexican American establishment is find-

ing it ttorp difficult every day to communicate with barrio Chicanos.

Before we scrap all` the social innovations which gave the bato loco hope

we should probe the' probable constquences.
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WHY D.42 STANDARD JU`LYFOURVH
.ORAtA,,OR,Y B-UG MOST CitrdANOS?

93-

BY RUBEN SALAZAR

e.
(Reprinted From The Los Angeles Times, Friday, July 10, 1970)

A small group of ChiCanoe eat before a TV the Fourth of July to watch

Honor AmericaTay for the'explicit reason of trying to deterTine.why

such events bug them.

How could a show honoring the Flag, God ind country offend any American?

. The Chicanos knew thiThed tackled a tough one and that any anawar'to

the nagging question could be easily misinterpreted.

But being that they were merely indulging in menial and emotional calis-

thenics they tackled the job with alacrity.

The trouble with such patriotic bashes as Honor America Day, the Chicanos

decided, is that they tend to dehumanize theFlag, monopolize God and

abuse the word America.

For too long the American Flag, the Chicanos agreed, has been the symbol

of those who insist that property rights are more important than human

rights.

Fourth of July oratory, the Chicanos =tied, tends to paint God as a super

American who has blessed this country with its great wealth and power be-

cause right thinking people --like those who attend Honor America Day cele-

brations and wave the Flag vigorously--run the place.

But the thing that bugged the Chicanos the most was that the United Stites

is called America, as if that name belonged exclusively to Anglo United

States.

All this spelled one ting to the Chicanos: 'our system insists on Angli-

cization.
. ,

Most Anglos, the Chicanos decided, are unconscious of this and so cannot

comprehend why Honor America Day could offend any "good American."

'After watching Honor'America Day and making their comments the small

group of Chicanos unwound and had a good Fourth of July, just like many

other Americans.

The thing to remember, however, is that this small.group of Chicanos

voiced the thinking of a significant part of the Chicano movement.

Chicanos are resisting Anglicization. .
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WHY ,DOES STANDARD JULY FOURTH ORATORY BUG MOST CHICANOS? -- cony d

UCLA's Mexican-American Cultural Center has just released the first
issue of a "Chicano Journal of the Social Sciences and the Arts." The
journal is called Azt146 for the Mexican Indian word which describes the
Southwestern part of this continent which includes the five U.S. South-

western spates and Northern MexiCo.

Chicanos explain that they are indigenous to Azt141 and do not relate, at'
least intellectually and emotionally, to, the Anglo United States.

The journal, written by Chicano university scholars, starts off with the
"Spiritual Plan of Azt146" which was adopted by the Chicano Youth Liber
ationGonference held in Denver in March, 1969:°

The wording of the "plan" may shed some light for those wishing to.under-

stand the Chicano movement:

"In'the spirit of a new people that is conscious not only of its proud

'
historical heritage, but also of the brutal 'gringo' invasion of our ter-

ritories, we, the Chicano inhabitants and civilizers of the northern

land of Aztlin, from whence came our forefathers, reclaiming the land of

their birth and cons rating the determination of our people of the sun,
declare that the call-of our blood is our power, our responsibility, and

our inevitable destiny.

"We-are free and sovereign to determine those tasks which are justly called

for by our house, our land, the sweat of our brows and by our hearts.

Aztltin belongs to those that plant the seeds, water the field's, and gather

the crops, and not to the foreign Europeans. We do not recognize capricious

frontiers on the bronze continent.

"Brotherhood unites us, and love for our brothers makes us a people whose

time has come and who struggles against the foreigner 'gabacho' (white)

who exploits our riches and destroys our culture. With our heart in our

hands and our hands in the soil, we declare the independence of our mestizo

nation. We are a bronze people with a bronze culture. Before the world,

before all of North America, before all our brothers in the bronze continent,

we are `likely to render grand juries less vigorous in inquiring into

and exposing governmental deficiences--in police departments and school

systems, for example--adversely affecting Mexican-Americans."

*

"In Los Angeles County, with almost 500,000 eligible. Spanish surnamed

residents, only four served as grand jurors during the 12 years studied,"

reports the commission, "while Orange County; California's fifth largest

(eligible Spanish surname population estimated at 44,000) had only one

Spanish surnamed person on its grand jury lists in the 12 -year period."
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"HY DOES STANDARD JULY FOURTH ORAT6RY BUG MOST CHICANOS? coned

Among the many .other "findings" listed in the commission's report are
that "there is evidence of wide-spread patterns of plAce misconduct
against Mexican-Americans in the Southwest," and that "in several in-
stances law enforcement officers interfered with Mexican-American
organizational efforts aimed at improving the conditions of Mexican-
Americans in the Southwest" and that "local officials in the Southwest
abuse their discretion in setting excessive bail to punish Mexican-
Americans rather than to guarantee their appearance for trial."

As if to warn that Continuing such practices will only win new converts
to Sanchez' philosophy that "to Anglos justice means just us," the cum -

mission concludes:
1

"The commission recognizes' that individual law enforcement officers and -
court officers have made positive efforts to improve the administration
of justice in their communities. The fact however, that Mexican -
Americans see justice being administered unevenly throughout that South-
west tends to weaken their confidence in otherwise fair system. In
addition, the absence of impartial tribunals in which claims of mis-
treatment can be litigated to a conclusion accepted by all sides tends
to breed further distrust and cynicism.

0
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PACHUCO FOLK HEROES---THEY
WERE F,IRST TO BE DIFFER.ENT

BY BUBEN SALAZAR

(Reprinted From The Los Angeles Time4 FridaY,..Tuly 17, 1970)

Folk heroes arise of a need to articulate feelings unsung b convention,

ality.

Our real leaders, that is, people who actually run the country, are

rarely inspirational enough to satisfy our need/for romantic self-identity.''

The Bob'Dylans, Che Guevaras and Joe DiKaggioa represent not a practical

way of life but a2pirit, an inspiration needed by hero makers,.

This may help explain why the pachucos or zoot eaters of the early forties

are becoming folk heroes in the eyes of Chicanos from colleges to prisonsa

An East Los Angeles College publication, Li Vida Nueva,(rhe New Life), in

its current issue, carries an article. about, pachucos which depicts them

as heroic victims of the Establishment.

At McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary in Washington, a group of pintos

(which is what Chicano prisoners call, themselves) recently published a"

booklet which says that thd pachucos "were the true vanguards of the

present ChiCano social revolution."

The-booklet, written by the pintos after a seminar in the prison attendee

by, among others, a flarvard'sociologist, a representative of the U. S.

Department of Justice_andHexican-American leaders, says:

"During the early 1940's there were a:group of young-Chicanos who-were
artosjfed up) with the System._ They wore their hair long, went against

the norm by dressing unconventionally and confronted SoCiety with a defiant

attitude. They were pachucos. These Chicanos were the first to protest

and rebel by direct confrontation with the Establishment..-w"

The college publication article and the prison booklet stem from a deep

desire Wyoung.Chicanot and alieriatedHAXican-Americans to understand

their uniqueness as Americans.

Pachucos are becoming folk heroes because they were rebels. And sensitive

people need to understand rebellion because they know it is not created

in amacuum. There's alwayt_a reason for rebellion.
.

A Beverly Hills reader recently wrote me that this column's "emphasis on

Chicano militants wild leftists does a disservice to the vast majority of

Mexican- Americans who are predomindtely a dignified and hard - working,

people."
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PACHUCO FOLK HEROES -- THEY WERE..FIRST TO BE DIFFERENT -- cont'd

The reader continues: "By nature they (Mexican-Americans) are not as
competitive and ambitious as Japanese, Jews or Europeans, but many will

continue to improve their economic status to the degree permitted by

their ambition mainly, and secondly by their maintenance of a decent and

non-threatening image to Anglos who are baiically a fair-minded people

unless they feel threatened..."

"Why," asks the reader, "should any Anglo care about what happens"

pachucos or the ,latter-dayversien, the batoalocos (crazy ,guys).

The reader then reminds us, and probably correctly so, that "we (Anglos)

are very ready to crush the bato loco if he gets too carried away and:

pee the route of the pachuco...I have had many a run with then and knol.!

that the bato loco 1411 be'dealt with even more harshly (than with the

pachuco) because we are entering a.phaae of being fed up. with 'unsafe

streets and you will find that the _best thing you.can do for Mexican-

Americans is to avoid emphasis on such dregs and outcasts..."

In other words, this column,sheuld tell Chicanos to shape up and, fly

right because, as the'reader puts it, "to the degree that they.ltiexican-

Americans) learn our language and show a desire to-advance and acquire

skills, to that degree will they prosper and:be accepted by the majority."

It is odd that this Anglo reader from Beverly Hills should demand from

Chicanos what Angloc are finding increasingly difficult to demand of Anglo

youths: unqpestionable acceptance of the System.

He might remember that hippies more or less copied.their outlandishness

from the pachucos,_ane'ulth impunity yet: . As a boy I came to California...

once during the early forties and I was asked by concerned older friends_

to remove my sport jacket because it was about an inch longer thati was

conventionally thought proper. and I might be mistaken for,a pachuco.

This came to mind recently as I satAn.the Music Center'Pavilion, in my

conservative business suit, next to eh Anglo man with hair to his shoulders, .

striped bell bottom trousers and a psychedelic shirt.-:-

Then I remembered what Octavio Paz,llexican.poet-essayist-diplomat, said

about why the pachuco flaunted his differences.;

"The purpose of his grotesque. dandyisth and.anarchic behavior," wrOte-Paz

"is not so much to point out the injustice .and.incapacity of.a society

that has failedto,assimilite him as it 'is to demonstrate his personal

.
will to remain different,"

Tachucosare becoming folk .heroes because 'of` the yearning,in all of,.us'to

be individuals first and part of a System second.
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ELEMENTARY STUDENT READINGS
1 .

The five stories for elementary atutant reading were taken fray May
Maser's, The Mexican Story, and tikritten and adapted for that level
by Donna Rodi llaa.

a
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(ELINENTARTTUPPER GRADES)

-33-

For =oily years in Mexico only a .inn children' could go to church

e

schools to learn to read and write The big baciendae4 or ranchos; of

co were *salad by the children of the many Spaniards who had married

Indian girl! many years before. These owners lived ,in beautiful homes

in towns and cities and spent holidays at their haciendas. Their 196'01

and daughters were taught by tutorse-4pecial teachers--..or at collagen.

eiture

fine-clothit, and :diamond jewel...3.01%4y fOrmed a ,, 1 group of irienda.

in Mexico City. These people were rich and enjoyed mu
- -

The wife of the Spon10*eroy Dcga Lenor Carreto was a popular figure

in this gyoup. A viteroy is a perpon chosen Ohe king to watch avec

the nattire of a viliage oretate. Attracting much attention alle a lady-

in-waiting in the court of Delia Lenore. A slender, dark- haired girl,

Jusna Ines de Aebaje bad come to the city at the age of fifteen. She

had begun to write verses that were witty and graceiul.

The viceroy was delighted with his wife's-young friend,. for she had i

.brilliant mind. In diacussionesof importrt literature; ion& Ines would'`

7

often defeat some of the:Univeretty oftiesico professors, orteachers.

One day Juana Injt left the court and entered convent-iCipeciallrome

devoted td a. religious life. At the convent of.Satnt Serena she spent

most of her time alone, 'studying and writing. For twenty-five years

Sister, es wrote verses and important papers. Thine ahtheceii the first

famous ter of. iexico.
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JUANA INES, Elementary Student Reading -- cont'd

Then,. suddenly, the nun gave away all.of her many booki. Frain that day,

she wrote no more, devoting herself, instead to the service Of'otbers.

When a terrible disease, or plague, came to the convent in 1695, and.

many of the other. nuns were ill, 4ster Inios took care of them until

she herself died. To her country she leftber writings. Today, she is

Celled the greatest of Mexican poets.

+7.
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(risuentary Upper Grades & Middle School)

.FATHER 11 ID A,1,0.0.

Father Hidalgo wee the son of an old 41014 family, but he vas

Mexico. 'Ne via a priest and a teacher. $ut one day he. gave up his ;eh-.

lug to become the priest,in the village of Dolores. This was a vary poor .

villas: and the people who lived there, even Pathei Hide*, had only

An

enough to eat.. As he watched the people of his village struegls for food

he felt he must help. That is why he asked emu of his richer friends to
,

send for grapevines and mulberry trees. Heehawed the Indians b64 to grow

and to take care of these plants. Silkworms were placed in the mulberry

trees so thepeople could grow silk.

This thing made the king in Spain very angry. Only the e1 in Spain .

could grow grapes and make wine, or grow mulberry trees and silkworms, not

the Indians In Mexico. So, some men came to Dolores and destroyed all of

the beautiful plants so well cared for by the Indians. ,Now the people

would hays to remain hungry and without enough clothing. Patheillidalgo

was very angry at the king. B. believed that Mexico must have freedom from

41/4

One of Father Hidalgo's very good friends vas a:lovely lady named Doha

Josefa. Her husband was the governor of Mexico. Father Hidalgo often

visited in her home, and one night during one of these visits, plans were

made to war against Spain for freedom. The v re, or revolution,, was to

begin on December 8, 1810. Butane night in September, Doge Josefa beard

11.

that the plane were no longer a secret. Someone had betrayed them. ,

Quickly she sent word to Father Hidalgo., To begin the fight now wai the

only thing that could be done. His halo! leaders jtgreed. He thought of

the Virgin of Guadalupe, the patron saint of the Indians, who believed that

he especially loved the poor. Father Hide decided to ask therblessing
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FALL/13RHIDALGO,i(Elementary -- Upper Grades. & Middle School) -- cont'd

of the saint in this revolution to frsr Mexico.

Clang! ClangtoCleng! As Father Hidalgo pullepdcthe ropeof the greet

church bell, the people came from their houses and gathered before the

church. Father Hidalgo prayed to the saint and then epeke to-thepeople

of Dolores. die shouted "Dim witiithe bad government! Long live the

Virgin of Guadalupe!"

Father Hidalgo and one of hisleaders, Captain Allende, started through

the ,streets. :All along tbe way people joined them. They carried weapons

like machetes, broad blade knives used in the fields, sticks, and slings,

They went 'to other villages and.towns., Within two months, Captain Allende

and Father Ridalgo had an army 'of almost a hundred thousand. They captured

rich Spanish homes called estates, opened jails, freed slaves and fought

battles. with government troops. Independence, or freedom, sowed very

close: '

The church leaders were very scared. Father Hidalgo's priesthood wan taken

from him and the government-the King of Spain offered a reward for: bier.

in though troops were sent to stop the battle against Spain, this ragged,

army, fighting under the flag" of the Virgin of Guadalupe, won battle after

.battle. The moat important battle was to be at Mexico City where the

king's government was located. Captain Allende wanted to capture the city,

but Father Hidalgo was trying to decide what to do. He limited too icing_

and many of his followers became tired of waiting and deserted-. Someof..

his artillery was captured, and in the next'bittle the Hide/go army tane

to an 'end. Captain Allende and two other leaders were shot as traitors

to Spain.

43
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FATHER HIDALGO (E1Cmentory -- Upper Credos 6 Middle School) -- coned

Father 'Hidalgo was put to death, but be bag for stony year; bfjen honored

as the father of his country because ba tried to free Mexico from Spanish'

ale. The day of his revolt Is celebrated now in Mexico City byy-a great

festival. The bell Which. Father Hidalgo rang in Dolores was taken to the

palace S. Mexico City where the president lives. Whert the 'festival begins

each yea this bell is rung by the President of lisactcO as the people

gather in the huge public square, or plaza: around the cathedral. Then

,.

the Presider' slims the call, known qms the fats or 5, Grit° le Delores.

But the cry has been changed. How, it is "Mexicans, long live our heroes!

Long live independence! Long live Mexico!" The people shout, "Viva

Mexico! Long live Mexico!"
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(ELEMENTARYUPPER GRADES)

I

Ali IT o/suatitgz

Benito Juarea, President of Mexico, use the first Indian ruler since

Cuaubtemoc, the nephew of.ltfoctsiume. Mocteiume had been emperor of.

Mexico when Cords brought his army from Spain.

Benito bid grown up in the southern town of Oaxaca. As a young boy be -

had lived in the streets most of the timemore often hungry than not,
.

On Saturdays be would wander through the market place, running errands'

when he could for a few centavos (pennies). Sometimes, he might make

as much as a peso (one dollar) by carrYing loads.ofblack earthenware

pottery or serapes made by the Indians. At night be would often sit

quietly listening to the street mulles Sometimes, he would go into the

church to stand silently in the golden light streaming through the Win.*

dowa.

One day a priest noticed the thoughtful black °7e5 under the shaggy hair

and offered to teach him. The 'boy learned quickly. Me went to school

and later studied the liw. While still a young nan, he became the

garrnor or head of the'gavernment, in the town of Oaxaca.

Benito Juarez was a good governor. Senetinea"the people who were in

government took money from other people for special favors. This was

called a bribe and was dishonest. .Benito JUi'res never took money which

wee not his salary because be was a very honest man. The people liked

hi4becauas of his honesty.
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BENITO JUAREZ, El.. tart'' Student Reading --

He was *quiet. thoughtful man who always dressed in black, and wore

long black cape end high hat. Be said little, butKwhen he spoke, peopte

liRten d.

.e.

It was Benito Jukes who bad held out in the resistance to the Fregeb

-rule and finally defeated Metleillient the Bsperor of Mexico, during.

Mexico's struggle for independence.

After the war with France Juarez began to doiseny4things for his country.

One thing be did was to start schools to educate. Indian children.

/
Juarez had little Use to carry out bli plans for hie country. Hs died

o

.
shortly after he was re-elected to the presidency in 1871. Be was greatly

loved land mourned.
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(ELEMENTART--UPPER GRADES).

CAR.LOS THE SCIENTIST
o

As the boy walked slowly into the churCh garden and waited with group

of other boys for the schoolroom doors to open, he watched too-of his

classmates tussle on the ground. He held his books tightly under his

arm. Carlos loved going to the church school. Be loved his books and

papers. CarlOs-put his thoughts OD often on paper that his classmate*.

\

--laughed at `him.

As Father Jerome opened the big doors, he looked at the group of boys

standing quietly before him. '111 see Carlos has not forgotten his books

today." "Bu, Father, Carlos wears his head in the clouds," answered

one of the boys. "The only clouds around you, Jose, are clouds 00 dust.

Carlos will be a scholar someday."

Father Jerome was correct. Carlos grew up to be Don Carlos de liguenzi,

a teacher at the University of Mexico, the oldest university in the

Americas. He had great' ability in mathematics, history, and astronomy- -

the study of the stars. The Church became angry withhimbectuse he

claimed that comets were not devine--or miracles --but a natural law.

Because Don Carlos as a boy had been interested in,stones.he began to

study the ruins of Mexico after he became a teacher. He wanted to learn

the Indian tribal knowl dge recorded on stone..

Before he died, Don Carlos was known in Europe and Was considered the

first scientist of Mexico.
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C 41 N

Yolanda stood with her father as be poured hie corn into A measuring

basket and the foreman wrote the amount in a book. Not many women and

girls were in the line with the farmers, and now as her corn-was being

marked, Yolanda straightened bar aching back. She and her father had

carried their heavy loads on their shoulders.

Yolanda remanbered all of the days of bard work in the cornfields with

her mother and father, Jose and Consueld. Ber little brothers were yet

too miall to work, and it took: much had labor to pay the rents on their

fields. The corn tlat was left at home was not. enough to keep the family

tn'tortillaalor the rest of the year.

Suddenly, nowo'all of the farmers bowed as a horse galloped up. On the

bores sat the patron, or the landowner. The bacendado, is he was called,

was dressed in a black suit trimmed with'silver buttons; he'carried a

riding whip and wore a magnificent sombrero. It was to this man that-the

corn was being paid for rent on their fields.

Today the patrcfn had many words to say, but Yolanda did not understand

many of them. Her father told her that they must bring more corn for their

rent next tire.

"Father, bow can we? We have worked ea bard this year for our corn."

do not know, !bland*. We will have lees corn for ourselvss then. If we

do not pay, our fields will no longer be ours."
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COM, Elementary Student Reading.cont'd

Yolanda thought of the Indian cornof the yellow grains that meant

/

life to her and her family. If the. patron took the land, .they would

work for the patron.

_

She sighed as they neared the windowless adobe but. Afar nothor was

baking tortillas,. thin and white, on the stone over the little char-

coal fire. Iblanda bad only poverty to look laniard to the rest of

her life.

A
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MIDDLE AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL READINGS

The five stories for Middle and Senior High School reading were taken

from May McNeerts, The Mexican Story.

4
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THE PLUMED SERPENT

In the early days, there, were two great,/ndian races tniaexice. These
were the Mayas of Micatan in the south, and the Toltecs in central.NwdOn.
The Mayas were highly skilled in arts and crafts. -They built great stone
cities and temples. Prom them the Tottaca learned to bulldrand they
also constructed wonderful carved stone cities and temples in the shape
of pyramids. Then into the Valley of Mexico, which is realty a high
plateau surrounded by mountains, came tribes of Nahua Wiens.

One of these tribes from the north was called Aziec. The Aztecs had been
told by their sorcerers tOtsettle where they found a certain sign. Nhan
they ceme_to a salt lake called Lake Texcoco, they saw an eagle perched
on a cactus, eating a snake. This s a sign. SO, on an island in the
lake, they built their huts. T tees were warlike people, but 'skillful

in organising. They gradually b e mutter of Mexico. Aft subduing
most of the other tribes, they took over the ways of the Tot cs and be-

gan to build in stone. They adopted the gods of t elrolte too, and of

these Quetsalcoatl wee the greatsat.

This god took his name from the quetsalli, or bird of dise and the

coati, meaning serpent. He was said to be a tall man with a whits skin
and a golden beard. The Aztecs believed that QuetSalcoetl, the Plumed
Serpent, created man. According'to their legends, he gave man corn to
grind and eat and taught him to makelmats and bowie, to weave Cotten into
garments and bright feathers into cloaks. The Aztecs said .that Quetzal-
coati invented their calendar, which was carved on' a huge stone. The god
told his people to worship him on the tops of scene-pyramids. He gave
them laws to live by, trained priests to teach them and, while Quetzal .
coati lived among them, the people they neither binger nor fear.

But the enemy of the Plumed Serpent was his brother, anold4ANIrror, the
Mean god. He persuaded Quetzalcoatl to swallow a magic drink& Quetzal
coati knew that he had been harmed and could do noimore good on earth'. Hi
must now return eastward to theand of the gods.

Quetzalcoatt put on his green feather %odd:resit andis snake meek. He
promised that in a year of the morning star, called "one reed" on the
Aztec calendar, be would return. Then the god:went east until be came to

the great salt Waters. There, on the dhore, he made a boat o serp tee

skins and sailed away.

After the god bad left Mexico, the corn did not grow. so higholry winds
from time to time came to ruin the crops and peoplevere not so well fed
nor so happy. But in springtime they dropped grains of yellow corn into
the earth. In summer they saw green leaVes bending in the winds which
came from beyond the. snowy volcanoe In autumn'they gathered their corn
and feasted, and sang-of their god, j4he Plumed Serpent; whoreouldreturn
someday.
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FATHER HIDALG 0

Father Hidalgo was the soh of.an old Spanish family but born in Mexico.

He was a priest and had been rector of the College of San NicoliS in the

town of Valladolid. But he gave. up hie teaching to:becoecthe pariah

priest in the. village of Dolores, where the people bad scarcely enough

to eat. Like his people, he was very poor. Day after day, he watched
the endless, losing struggle for food, until he felt heomuat -help: He
persuaded some of his. wealthier friendsto,senel for grapevines and !mul-

berry treest.and then he showed. the Indians. how to cultivate Chem. He

got a few silkworms and placed theM inithe mulberry treest.thinkifig that

it would be good for these people to grow silk.

Mexico, however, was under Spanish rule.' Mexicanawite not allowed to

raise grapes and make wine, or grow mulberry trees and silkwotes. Only

the Spanish in Spain could have these privileges, andMezicans must buy

the products from Spain. The government: sent men to Dolhrei to destroy

all of the plants so carefully tended by the Indians. Then Father.

Hidalgo thought of the potter's trade and.he went away to learn it. When

he returned,,he showed his people bow to mould clay into jars and Voss-.

eels of all kinds: Since this took isle, the craft was not easy to,atart.

People were still hungry and with temough-clothing. Father Hidalgo be-

cane more angry at, Spain for ka ng Mexico st,colony.'8W believed that

Mexico must have her freedman from Spain.

At Doug Josefa's 6Amo, plans were made for i revolt., It was to start on,t

December 8. 1810. But one night in September, Dam Josefa heard.that mese-

one had betrayed the plane to the authorities. Quickly she sent -word to

Father Hidalgo. Hs celled his fellow leaders, including Captain Allende,

and they decided to act. While Father Hidalgo walked. back and forth,

pondering the problem the thoUght of the Virgin of Guadalupe, beloved

Shrine of the Indians, came to him. Re remembered the story of the,

saint.

M)in a little hill near Mexico City, there hadonce been.a statue to'the j

Aztec Goddess who was the nother.of the Plumed Serpent god. One day; in

1531, aS 4 poor Indian named Juan Diego,was crossing this bill, be heard

music and a lovely voice calling his name. Then be saw a vision of the

Virgin, who told him to tell the bishop, who refuted to listen to him,

asking him instead to bring proof. Juan went back and the Virgin spike, .

to him again, telling him to go up on the' bare hillside and.pick some

roses for the bishop. Juan climbed among thorns and stones 04d cactus

plants and was amazed to-find roses blooming there. He gathered them in-

to his cape and took them to the bishop. When the cape fell open, there'

beneeth the roses was a picture of the Virgin.

.

The Virgin of Guiidalupe was the pairo4 saint of the India*, who believed

C that she especially loved the poor. Father Hidalgo decided to ask the
blessing of the saint for hid, attempt to free Mexico from Spanish rule.
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FATHER HIDALGO cont'd

-4*

He strode Co the church steps and grasped the bell rope. Olang, clang,

clang!. People came running from their holiest; to gather before the cbdrch.

Father Hidalgo prayed...to the saint and than spoke to the people pf Dolores,

ending with a great shout, "Down with the bad govertimentl Long ltvithe

Virgin of Guidalupe!"

Then be started rough the streets, followed at first by only sixteen men

armed with machetes, the broad-bladed knives that the workers used for cut-

ting sugar,cane, and with sticks and slings. All along em May *Ors Pio"

ple Joined them. They went to other villages and towns, and everywhere

people poured out to go with theme Before long, Father Hidalgo and Captain

Allende had an army of wild and vengefamen. Withfn two months there

were almost a hundred thousand in this ragged army., They seised Spanish

estates, opened Jails, freed slaves and fought battles with goVernment

troops. Father Hidalgo began, to plan for a congreis for his new adminis-

tration and to think of a -ruler for Mexico. Independence mood very,'

close.

The church authokities were terrified. They'declared that Father Hidalgo

was no longer a priest,, and the government placed ajprice on his head:

Troops were sent in large number tc:Oltop the revolt'against Spain. But

the ragged army, fighting under the banner of the Virgin of Guadalupe, de-

feated goverment troops in battle after battle. Then came the question

of an invasion of Mexico City. Captain Allende was fpr it, but Father

Hidalgo did not take his advice. He hesitated too long. Many of his fol-

lowers became impatient and deserted. Government forces captured sob* of

his artillery, and in the neabattle the Hidalgo army was defeated.

Captain Allende and two other leaders were 'shot:as traitors to Spain.

-Father Hidalgo was deprived of.his priestly robes and was executed, but'

be has for-many years been honored 4* the father of his country. Hs tried

.to. free lie36W:6 from Spanish rule. The day of his revolt is'telebrated

now in Mexico City by-a great festival, When. the people assemble in the

huge plaza before,the cathedral and he prvidential palace. The Presider

of Mexico rings the freedoebel4'.taken to be pa/ace from the church of

Father Hidalgo in Dolores., Than he gives the call, known as the grito or

"El Grito de. Dolores." But it has been changed. The president cries

'Mexicans, live our heroes! Long live independence! :Long livejlexicol"

The people take cry--and all through*** repUblic, in the .

square, echo the t outs of 'Viva Long live Mexico!"

ti
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BENITO J.11AREZ
.

Benito Juarez, President of Mexico, was the'first Indian ruler since`'
Cuauhtelmoc.- Benito grew up in the lovely southern toOn of_Oaxaca, Where
he lived in the streets most of the time, more oftenhungry than not."
On Saturdayrhe wandered through the market, picking up a le0 centaveel
whenever he could, by running errands. Sometimes, he might make as much
as t peso by carryirig,leade of black eartheawite pottery; or hand-loomed,

serapes mode by the Indians. Often he sat in the evening, listening "'

_quietly to mari#a"layers under the plaza trees or watching: men leap:.
and shout in the-ancient feather dance Of his people. Sometimes he Went'
into the church to stand silently in the golden light stresming.through
the amber glass window.

As Benito Frew older, a priest noticed t .thoughtful black efes under.

shaggy hair and offered to tiiiiit_him"-The -boy learned quickly.: Ns wont

to school and later studied law. And then, while-Stiik a:young 'man,he

became. Governor Of Qexaca,i -
)

Benito Juarevwas a good. governor. ple talked Of him with respect be-
aute he was honest, and he saw that t ose whOworked under him were

est. Where so many officials accep d bribes and made fortunet.one.

way or anotherThile in office, Juarez as never knownto have taken a
centavo beyond his salary. He Was a quiet, thoughtful milnr, who always .

dressed in black, and were a long cape and high hat. He said iittle, but

when 14 spoke, people littened.
lb

.
. 6 .

Years befori, fter Santa Anna became dictator, Juarez was imprisoned fOr
Il.. opposing him. e soon escaped to New Orleans, however Whire,he made.

Allacigars for a iving. He returned to Mexico when Sant Anna was disPleeed
by a council of Feneraliand was named Minister of Juktice. His new laWs
provided for the sale of church property not sod for worship and restrict-

ed the political power of the Catholic/Church. Soon the church sympathizers

revolted and civil war broke out. Juarez and his companions Wer, hunted
froM-town to towtyand many people visakilled. It Was st;this point that
his opponents imOrted Emperor Maximilian and the troops of Napoleon.

.
For several-years, Juarez lived near the iortherO border of Mexico, going
from place to place -in his black carriage. In the resistance to the French,
it was he who held out and finally defeated Maximilian. Before the'EMperor
was executed,/Benito Juarez said, "It is:not,I, but the people of Mexico,
who demand the death of Naidmilian."' .

t
J

N .
.

After the war with the French, Juarez undertoOk any reforms. Re started
schools to educate Indian childftn and reduced t . size OfLthe.army. This
angered the officers who-tried to,start.revolts.. juatem also met.resistance

. the'chuich. He was no opposed by powerful landowners that hooves un-
able to give oUtirmuCh land to thelmopWwho needed it,. Indians still

Forked on the haciendas, the huge estspesLof the wealthy, much as they had Y.'w
done'a hindred years before. The peopleOCNexi\cO;110wever,wmnted to be

soverned by Mexicans, not by a foreign power.
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BENITO JVAREZ cont'd

a'

/
.E though Juarez had little time to carry out his plans for his
country - -be died shortly after be was re-elected to the presidency
in 1871--he was greatly loved and mourned.

V

0
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THE sr= OP PANCHO VILLA

In northern Mexico, a a eats., everybody in a crowd on the plan
stared at one min's. be strolled about. When be laughed, his roar
even shook the little booths re straw dolls hung. The sound sent
small boys ocuttling"out of Ilia way when they caught a glimpse of
his low-slung pistols.. Everybo y knew him. This was Panoho Villa,
the bandit. (Ansa. popularl wen him.)

Like Zapata, Villa was a great horseman, but, unlike Zapata, he,was a
big, heavy man. Be wore an outfit made for a life in the saddle; with
huge supurs and a large'felt sombrero. His name had not always been
Pancho Villa. When he was a boy, he was called Doreteo Arango. As he
grew older, be beard stories of a famous legendary bandit who was said
to give to the poor after robbing the rich one Pancho Villa. Like
Robin Hood, young Arango took the image of the bandit. If anyone called
him anything else, the new Villa pulled out his pistol and shot him. F

Poncho Villa had a remarkable ability to draw other adventurers into
his band. He appeared to enjoy his activities-- robbing, cattle rustling,
fighting and leading an army. fle bated rich landowners as much is Zapata
did, but at first he was not a real revolutionary like Zapata; yet,
Villa was often on the wide of the poor, Ea listened to their troubles
and tried to help them by giving ttem stolen cattle and goods.

Villa rode a great black horse named Lucifer. It was said that Lucifer
was so smart'that he could find -food for his master when needed. It
use also aald.that the horse could pick up his saddlt in his teeth and
bring it to Villa. And Lucifer would warn the men if an enemy was
near. When he joined the arm of Prancisco Madero, Pancho Villa changed
from a cattle thief and banal to a revolutionary leader. Fro; that
time on, for a number of year 9 he took part intone war after a..theri
first, he fought beside gam eta, and than fought against him

Villa's army was a ragged.ma $ of peons, iho moved on foot after his
horsemen, or rode from battl to battle,. clinging to the tops of rail..
road.cars, as well as inside coaches. Along the long line of railroad,
stretching through the brOlon-northern bills, and through cactus-studded
desert moved the trains. The men of Villa's strange tray sang their
rowdy cockroach song, La Cuc racha and twanged on guitars. Boxcara",
were jammed with soldiers a wom ©n and children, too, for Villa's man
brought along their families.

These women, wrspfid in their colored Shawls, gathered corn in the fields
where they camped and cooked for their men. Children stripped the country
bate of fruit and .yegetables Villa's rustlers and his wild brigade
of Yaqui Indianskilledvattle whereever they wanted *eat. The women
took care of the sick and wounded, dragging men from battlefields, for
there were no doctors and nurses.

Some years later, after 'Villa had again bocomea cattle thilif and
bang dido anbad made raids across the border of the United States, General
"Blackjack' Pershing was sent into Mexico with American troops to catch
him.
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Villa, boweverl'enly roared iith laughter and disappeared into the %berm? hills. The United States eoldisire bel.to return without.blm.

#d

At last, new president, General %rear= wbo bad led the army of
arms:, decided to arid the cattle stealing raids of the villistas.
Since no any, Unite4 States or Mexlcan, could catch the *big Poncho
Villa, ()brown thought of CISWII idea to quiet bin. Be simply asked
the former leader to retire from raiding and offered his a good ranch
to live on.

'Villa called hi's min and said to them, "Frail no on, I do not wish to
kill any ore,. Came" on, filo. roe. we will go back to the land."

.

They wait with bin.* Thowirvero after a few quiet: year*, Villa was
assassinated :: xt was,not known wbo shot him or *by, but the people
admire brave men injfeldco. So Peach° Villa bas become a legend, and
they 'say that the big bandit with the huge cartridge belt and pistols
still laughs in a roar that shakes the metaltaine. They say that he
ridei his black Lucifer through, cactus-cowered hills -never to be
,calight by the federal soldi,e.ra. they say. Not Pang Villa!

0

'
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EMILIANO ZAPA.TA

To the Mexican, a bullfight is the greatest of all entertainments. Every

town has a mall bull ring. Every villagewill put on a bullfighein.an,
open field, even if the bull is old and gentle and the matador is a young

fellow with a red cotton cloth for a cloak. Every little boy plays bull-

fighter, and great matadors are national heroes.

A ties came, however, during the long dictatorship of General Dias when

bullfights were not enough to take the minds Of ihe.poor from handehip and

hunger. They must have more lend. How else coul4,they grow corn for

tortillas? In 1910 they were desperate enough toy follow a leader and to -

fight. In the south they were ready to follow limiiiano Zapata to the

crie* of, "Land and.Freedom!" "The land belongs to him who works it with

hi e
1
hands."

Zapata told his man that and they believed him. They came from their lit-

tle fields, from their mud huta and from their mountain wilderness.. They

came to join in the fight that he led against the hatendados.

,Heillano Zapata himself was not a peon, a farm worker who bad no land at

all. He was a ranchero, or tenant owner of a small ranch, one that he

worked himself. He grew his own corn, and he had a yoke of oxen. His

little ranch was in the state of Morelos, near the town of Cuautla, which

is located in the sugar cane area. Zapata wee atthin man with black hair,

a big black moustache and piercing dark eyes. He sometimes dressed in

black like any other ranchero, with tight trousers, little jacket, large

hat-and a Scarf of red or purple. But when he worked he dressed in the.

white cotton clothes of the poor farmer. Some said that Zapata was the

finest horseman in all Morelos, and others said in all Mexico, which is a

land of expert horsemen.
,

Zapata was filled with hatred for those Who took from a farmer his little

piece of land. In the time of General Dias, there were many ways of tak-

ing the farms away from the poor. Even though a farmer's family had
ploughed his land since Aztec days, if he did not have a piece of paper- -

a deed--which he 'could not read, he could- be thrown off. 'Zapata wanted

nothing for himself. He wanted land for the Indians. He wae. part Indian

in ood, and this-revolution was by the Indians and for the Indians,

4 '

Led y Zapata on his white horse, Lightning, these poor .people came down

with. their machetes or guns on-a hacienda, killed the Owner and overseers'

and opened the safe. From the.safi.they took the deeds and burned then.

Then they returned home to plough or plant. Zapata and his guard had a

camp in a wild mountain pass called Wolf Canyon. When hezwanted to dentroy

a hacienda, he could rouse.thausandrOf -farmers and bring them together

in a few hours. When the Job was done, they disappeared intovillages

and mountains. Nobody could tell whether a'man dropping seeds into fur.".

rowed rows was a zapatista or not.

When Dial fled and Madero became president, Zapata set his in the town of

Cuernavaca in the zOcalo, or square. There they agreed to,join forces.

Ent Zapata ended the' talk by shouting, "If you do,,not give the people land,

I will provide a bullet for you and one for each of the other -traitors."
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*limo wait cont 'd 0

It was General.EUerta, not Zapata, however* who provided the bullet for

Madero. When the revolution failed, Zapata disappeared into the mounteitne*
110 emerged from time to time to burn,a sugar mill or ranch,' Zapata kink'
bacendados on sight and destroyed their property, but to the poor and the
dispossessed, Zapata was a hero, whom they adored and protected. They
could hide him from, the rurales and keep his secrets, yet they could not
protect him from treachery.

When Marta became dictator, a movement was started to avenge the death
of Madero and put in a betters= than Ruerta. Carrans*, a. northern

governor, took the leadership and gathered. en army, The Other leader in

the north was Poncho Villa, a bandit. while Carranaa was a mlti* land&
owner. At firSt'they joined forces, them, later., they fought. separately

as rivals, andlinally, after Buena had been defeated mad had fled, they

fought'each othir. Villa and Zapata became ao,succeSsfil that they join-

ed forces an entered Mexico City. Then ellrrat1211.01th Obrean al hi'

general, defeated Villa. TO capture Zapata; however, parvenu had to, raw

sort to treachery.

One of Carrana00 officers pretended that he was going ovmr:to Zapata and

would bring guns with him. Zapata, whaliad fought nine years, was in need

'of guns. When he came.to tomarfrom the mountains to meet the officer,, he
was shot down without a chance to defend' himself.

The people say that Zapata is not dead When the night is dark and the
wind blows cold from she snowy tops of the volcanoes, a sound can be heard.
Indians sleeping. on thin straw mats in their adobe huts declare that they
can hoar the.hoofbeats and the cry, "Land and Liberty!" And at dusk when

men plod in from the fields winging their machetes, weary from d day of

cutting sugar cane, some claim that they have seen Zapata. Others say

that he s through the village square on his big white horse, Lightning,
coming hack o lead them again in their constant struggle for corn and

land:

1 .
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HOLIDAYS OF MEXICO
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sct SUGGESTIONS FOR
ING MEXICAN AAERICAN WEEK

AND/OR
SUM ER-16, AND/011 CINCO DE MAYO

It is an inevitable and healthy feeling. to know that there. will be the
continuance ofiftexican American Week each yearobserved and celebrated'
by-our city aawell as our schools. Because of tradition and the fact.
that September 16th comes'aereoon after the,commencing of the school
year, the celebration of the- Week coincides more, readily and appropri.,-.
ately.with Cinco de Mayo. Since September. -16th occurs soon efter the
opening of the new school year, it is'difficult 'for teachers and students-
to give this'day.the in-depth recognition it rightfully deserves. -This
is not the case witi Cinco de Mayo.. It is hOped..each school will do'the

. necessary preparation essential --for'the observance of this holiday 48 it
has se much meaning to Mexicans-and Mexican Americana alike from mllom
much of. our heritage in the Southwest. emerged.

In order to he1P each school prepareits observation of ,these holidays,
readings are aVailable to the teachers for both P. A.!ennounceMents and
studentS' clasirOoth.readinge The materials are designed for different
levels of reading. To coincide with the suggestions below,a Directory
of Meaticati tmericanoCommunity Resourceais.available.. We Stronzlysurge
the talents of students, staff, aides, and community be solicited and
utilized in pooling ideas and meaning for aettidku, programs.

The'budgeting of events including the services of one who can teach
aboUt Mexican culture such as folk dancing; costa of assemblies; expense
of transportation; exchanging assemblie's among schoola; and the hiring of.
mariachi combos should be considered as part of the overall school budget
and/or student body funds since it is obviously a schoolprofiting service.

The following are some suggested, activities` that might meet the needs of
your studentsin commemorating these special days.

1. At.the beginning df the school day or some other appropriate
time during the individual school schedule, a brief state-
ment or announcement (see sample) introducing the observance
may be read over the intercom and/or P. A. system.

2. For classroom listening,' a recent tape recording by Mr. Sal
'Castro, high school teacher from Los Angeles City Schools,
expressing chicano feelings and grievances about their plight
in a predominantly Anglo society is available through the
RUSD'S audio visual library. Please note this is a provocative
tape and it is recommended it be used in junior. and senior
high schools. It is prudent for the teacher to hear the tape
before using it in the classroom. .

3. During the observance, some social studies (Clias time)should
be devoted to the hinter/cal significance and background of
Mexico's holidays,of independence. Especially in American
history classes should,the accounts' be examined. Classroom
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR CELEBRATING MEXICAN AMERICAN WEEK AND /OR
SEPTEMBER 16, AND/OR CThCO DE MAYO cont'd

a

sets of'student readings are available through theinatructional
Office, Riverside Unified School District. The teacher should
feel free to utilize the readings as a basis for discussion,
lecture, inquiry, etc.

4. We recommend that classes other than social studies provide some
activities observing these holidays. In English, creative writ-
ing, essays, compositions, poetry on the subject of.Mexican and
Mexican American histot;y can be assigned. For instance, the
Mexican account of El Alamo battle could be-tartling and en-
lightening. In Art classes, paintings, ceranis, sculpturing
and other crafts that manifest Mexican influence are always a
legitimdte enrichment. In Physical Education, some emphases
might be focused upon similarities of AMerican basketball with
the sport Maya Indians played in ancient times. In addition,
futbol (soccer), and beisbol, ,both of which are nationally em-
braced in Mexico, are also a part of our athletic pUrsuasion.
In Mathematics, the revolutionary contribution of the zero to
the science, discovered by the Mayas, should be realized. milya
contributions in klatronomy and in the development of an accurate'
calendar should also be. emphasized. In Speechand Drama classes,
plays and satires expressing stereotypes and ,caricatures of
Mexican and/or Mexican American character-(bee.exeMples) should
be a relevant involvement. Furthermore, plays depicting positive
light about Mexican Americans through utilization of American
heritage that evolved from'Maxican culture, can be developed
and dramatized. Ranching, rodeos, cowboys, cattle raising, herd-
ing, mining,-leisure time centered around patio living, the
establishing of heritage parks might be some subjects treated.
In Homemaking, Mexican foods might be worthwhile student projects
in developing menus (dittoing them) and preparing the cuisine.
In Government classes, historical research oft laws concerning
water rights, mineral rights', and community property settlements
will show their Mexican origin.

a

5. An assembly portraying the culture of Mexican Americans is gener-
ally a healthy part of any observance of Mexican holidays. Such
should include the portrayings of dress, dances, poetry, skits,
and/or plays.

6. A display of Mexican and/or Mexican Americ5n art including costume
and dress, pottery,scUlpture, paintings, posters, literature, etc.
could be setup in a centrally located room. You might search,
out spaces that would be eyercatching spots for more displays.,
Consider the following:

a. Student Center g. Locker Areas
b. Resource Center 11. Display. Show Case

Dining Hall or Lunch
Room

Faculty Lounge for
Teachers
Quad

c. Administration Office i.
d. Library
e. .Auditorium J.
f4 Gymnasium

k.
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR CELEBRATING MEXICAN AMERICAN -WEER AND/OR

SEPTEMBER 16, AND/OR CTNCO DE YO cent'd -

7. During lunch period,' a centrallyiedated room or claiatoOm
could be used to show one of the severaluMWEilMO the Riverside
Unified School District now has onMexiCan,American hietery
(See the new list.) Students may be InVited to eat their
lunches and watch the showing of thescfilMs. The individual
classroom teacher might went-toviap in advance, his film
schedule if he wishes to use one ofthe newfilMs.:en the Mexican
American in his classes.

8. Over the intercom or P. A. system, Mexican and/or Mexican
American folk or contemporary music could be playedibefore
-school, during lunch time, and/or after school. The latter

is usuallyosiitted.

9. tieldtrips might be planned to coincide with Mexican America4
Week by visiting Ague Manse Cemetery and La Placita, San
'Bernardino Asisteneit4 San Bernardino County Museum, Riverside
City Museum; etc. (See maps in Community ResotIrce DirecPwY0

10. It is often refreshing to have around the campus for:an. assmably
-and/or lunch periods a mariacbe combo serenading the Students
and etaff. (See Directory for-possible booking.) Feep In Mind

that such groups are limited and early bookings wOrk.to your
advantage.

11. A directory of Mexican American Community..Rasources is now
,availible for teachers. Some of the folks listed may be class-

room cpeakerc while others ate Merely available for intorMation.
Please follow,suegestions as stated in the Directory.

Since every school will oliserve one, if not
Grito de Dolores (September 16th), Cinco de
History Week, it is wise to plan your progr
which falls in the week of Mexican.Americati

11 -of .the 'following: El
ayo, and Mexican .American
-a-specially Cinco de Mayo,
story Week, early.

STAFF:

Nicholas Rodillae.
Morris Baton
Mary Arita
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MEXICO'S CRY FOR

SEFT/EMBRE 16

NOTE! Read or summarize the following to students via P.A. system or
individual classroom announcement.

May I have your attention?

Today is a very special day for many, chicanos and Mexicans. I would like

to'take two minutes of your time in sharing with-you it.significance.

Today, September 16, a day when many chicanos and Mexicans unite ever

more, to Corilmemorate_Hexico'a first call for independence,. "El Grito 4i

Dolores," (Call for independence the people of Dolores)which was inspired .

and led by a Catholic priest, Father Miguel Hidaigo, whoM many regard as

the Father of Mexican .Revolution, because.of his bold sacrifice, ,con -;

viction, and determination to set free the masses who had been dominated

an ruled by Spanish colonialism.

Today, chicanos of invitethe.student body

(school)
to share in the spirit of Mexico's call to independence - - "El Grito de

Dolores." It was on this day in 1810- -more than one hundred. and sixty

years ago that Father Miguel Hidalgo inspired his followers to break the

shackles of suppression imposed and secured on them by the Spanish CroWS:

His revolutionary and sometims criticized ideals continued for several

years before victory was finalized- -thus ending ,Spanish_exploitation and

domination of Mexicans.

Padre Miguel Hidalgo did not live to see the success of his revolution is

he was captured soon after its inception, tried and beheaded.

Today, many chicanos still feel the scars-of suppression and exploitation.

let alone impressions of exclusion fromthe mainstream of American life.
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MEXICO'S CRY FOR INDEIMIDENCE,'SEPTIEMBRE 16 canted--

It is this American life which is inherently theirs yet' cOnfines them.

It is this life_that fails to define them, yet consumes them.

It may seem coincidental, but perhaps more ironic, -that recently a leading

and most.articulate newsman who had been a spokesman.. bridging the gap
k

betweenlchicanos and the non-chicanos in-his crusade for economic, polit-

I

ical, an4 social justice was felled by a fatal projectile-that nearly de-

capitated him--a fate often met by those who champion their convictions.
,

For this reason, this year's commemoration has.added meaning. We honor

the efforts and ideals of two leading crusaders-- Father Miguel Hidalgo

and the late Ruben Salazar. .Both shared similar dreams, anticipated'

similar outcomes, and experienced similar fate. Their sacrifices shall.

continue to reverberate the bells of freedom and justice..

Today, let us a11--chicanos and non-chicanos relate to the ideals and

sacrifices of men like Hidalgo and Salazar and understand their struggles

in making the dreams of bold, shameless ten a monumental reality.

May September 16, a, day often forgotten, be meaningful toall of us-- perhaps

as real and emotional as our own day of American Independence.

Thank you!



EL GRITO,DE DOLORES

( SEPTIEMBRE 16,. 1 810)

For Student Reading:

The brief account of Mexico's first revolutionary effort towards.
ostracizing and eliminating European dominance. upon her struggling class
is taken from Joe Aguilar's account.

Although Mexico did not winits independence from Spain ontilSeptember .27,
1821 (years after Father Hidalgo was executed), it was he who Honored
destiny to create a new and free and democratic Mexico.

What about the man Hidalgo? The George Washington of Mexico! He was a
poor farmer's son. He made an outstanding record at. the Colegio de San
Nicolas in Morelia. The breadth and curiosity of his mind won him many,
admirers. After graduation, he was named rector or president of that
university, and became widely known for his scholar-Ship _and good.Works. .

He was an avid reader 'of the French philosophers (especially Rousseau),'-
and spoke approvingly. of:the-French Revolution.

Father Hidalgo's intellectual curiosity never sagged. In fact, it grew.
more when he was sent,to.the relatively unimportant village of Dolores.
He read voluminously and maetered several Indian dialects. Heloved:his
humble parishioners greatly; taught them improved methods of farming; got
them to plant mulberry trees for "the growing of silkworms; helped them
operate a potteryworks, a tannery, and brickyard. He. even started an

orchestral

Like other great Mexican churchmen, Father Hidalgo.had a deep 'personal,
conviction that the Church has a mission of social redemption for the
poor. The poor of Dolores loved and respected him. His convictions led
inevitably tOr)litics. He instinctively took sides with the underdogs--
los de abajo.

His readings of the French- Philosophers made him justifiably impatient
and forged within him an active participation in the revolt for freedom!

A conspiracy of revolt was going full force in the nearby city of

Queretaro. Father Hidalgo todkpart in its plotting. In early September.
of:1810 word reached Father Hidalgo that the Spanish authorities knew of
the plot and. that they laad the names of the conspirators, including his
own. Thus, he could not delay. September 16 arrived - -it was, and still

is, the day of.Revolutionl

That revOlution (in a sense) continued for a long, bang time. In facti
that revolution still goes on for the Mexican. American (the chiCano).
The irony for the Mexican American is that he is not Mexican (excel by
descent) and he_ has had diffiCulty entering thelaminstream of life i the
United States because of discrimination and poverty.
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EL OR1TO DE DOLORES, SEPTIRABRE'16, 1810 cont'd

The Mexican Revolution produCed many great people in the arts, sciences
and professiOnsw6great people in the tradition of the Mayas and Aztectal.
Some of these people are worthy of mention and.are.due appreciation' be -'
cause their efforts and contributions have benefited'us In the United
,States too. Beside, Mexican Americans Can take pride in these people
and use them as models of what we yet have to accomplish in this land
which has been a,place Of milk and honey for others.

o
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-EL GRI 0 E DOLORES,
(Septi u ,bre 16,1.810)

°

The biographical sketch of-FatherMiguel-tidalgo and a brief account. of
Mesicols-first. revolutionary effort towardatoverthroping and eliminating
European'dcminance upon her struggling class are taken from, J. Patrick,.

McHenry's account.

AlthoughliesicoAid not in Ito independence fgom Spain Until Septrber
27; 1821 (years .after.Miguel Hidalgo was executed)', creelt.le giv46111m
for his efforts in leading the thousands of oppressed and subjugated .

garde creating a-new and free nation. Although such goal was not realized.
during. his lifetime, nor during the time of his immediate sueceesort, his
revolutionary Spirit and conviction influenced the Zspatistat,'Villistas,

and other cotitemporaries who embraced the zeal for freedom:- -even though

at times very idealistic.

Late in the eighteenth century it had become fashionable among cultured

Creoles 04exican-iborn Spaniards) to form literary societies', which would'

meet for tea and cakes and a lively discuesion ofthe classic** But be-
fore long, books banned by the Church; those of Rousseau, Voltaire, and.

Descartes--all smuggled into the country - -were: avidly read and discussed,

and the societies; althoughoutwardly literary, became secret political
societies.. In 1810 the most active group in Mexico was'operating in
,Queretaro under the inspired leadership of, Captain Allende. After many
.discussions of liberty, equality, and fraternity, the only point on which

all members could agree was: get rid ofthe-Spaniards! By this time, the

Spaniards had acquired the deregatory nickname "gachupines,." which the

susamt "spurs," which is how.thelMexican felt the goadings of the Spaniards.
Allende was in a quandry:over the ideals of his society, and he, at length
confided, his plans to a much-beloved priest from the village of Dolores
AO occasionally attended his meetings, one Father Miguel Hidalgo y Castillo.

Hidalgo, Althouall priest, bad'a voracious appetite for banned books.

Born in Penjamo on.MaY.4, 033; be studied for the priesthood in Valladolid
(nowtaorelia),-at the same time acquiring a wide reputation as an author-

ity on Otani, at Indian language. Be was a.man Of strong passions and
opinions- and his penchant fer gznbling was well known. Qnce the clergy
Of Valladolid. raised a' fund to finance his studies at the University of

Mexico, where he, was to receive a degree in theology, but - somewhere along
thews,' he fell'fhto a card gamet.lost the fund, and never did get the

much*c-ited degree. Aisigned to an impoverished perish in the tiny toWn

of Dolores, he worked tirelessly at ameliorating conditions for his Indian

'charges. How,te asked, could he attend their spiritual needs, when their
physical needs had been so long neglected? In defiance of, Spanish law,

he planted mulberry trees. and vineyards and the profits he obtained there

went to improve the community. He taught the Indians how to tan hides and
started a seal/ industry for making pottery and- tile.-.Being himself a
eelf.,taught musician and a master of many instruments, he organised an

Indian orcheStra that noompahed" and biered'at all the fiestas, here

was nothing he'enjoyed more-than a Mexican fiesta. When Hidalgo ie drawn
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, ELGR1TO DE DOLORES

into Allende's society, he was already a man fifty-seven year's old; his
bald patch was rimmed with long, hoary haiWhis complexion was 'swarthy;
he stooped; he habitually wore a flats, broad-brimmed black hat, a long
black frock coat, knee breeches with long black stockings, and a pleases
ant mile, though his brow was wrinkled with two deep lines of worry.
The two men decided to start anipsurrection on December 8, the day of
the fair at San Aan de Los Lagos'.

But there were leaks among-the.conspiretors, and the magistrate of
Queretaro was soon aware that trouble was brewing. Knowing his wife to
be an ardent supporter of Allende, he locked her in an upstairs room and
took theekey with him on his errand to alert the militia. His wife; Josef*
Ortiz, g:sled a fellow conspirator, Ignacio Peres, living in the house
next door, who came quickly to her locked door and received through the _

keyhole new): of her husband's4ntention.tO arrest Allende. Peres raced
to San Miguel to warn Allende 'but found he had already gone to Dolores to
consult with Hidalgo. That was September 15, 1810..

At two o'clock in the morning of September 16, Peres, Allende and others
"burst into Hidalgo's house and urged the old priest to escape before the
Spaniards arrived. Hidalgo calmly and quietly dressed, thinking over
this untimely turn of events, arid, while pulling on his long black stock-
Inge, said,'"GentleMen, we are_lost. Now there is no alternative but to
go and catch sechupines."(c041eroe, somosperdidos, no llamas recurso"
gut it a colter gachupinesi)

At gun point the tiny band forced the town jailer to release his prisoners;
than rich Spaniards were rounded up and shoved into tbeempty cells. By
daylight, country'people were filing along the roads on their way to Sunday
Mass. Vigorous, insistent ringing of bells aroused the townspeople and
they cams in droves to discover the reason for the excitement. When the
church was filled to overflowing, Hidalgo climbed..inco the pulpit pd de-
livered what has since been regarded as Mexico's,prodlamation for indepen -i

dence. "Mexicans,, viva Mellacr he cried, a cry that millions of Mexi-
cans take up every September 16-44exico!s day of independence. In Mexico
City today, the president, at eleven o'clock at night, appears on a balcony
of the National Palace and leada,patriotic crowds, Jamming the plaza in
roars of "Viva!" But what scene to be forgotten, in all these annual de-
monstrations, is the restsof Hidalgo's' speech. Nowhere in it is the word
"independence" mentioned.

What he said was that Spain had fallen into the hands of the7infidel
Napoleon and that FerdinandkV/I, Spain's rightful king, was sing held a
prisoner by the French." All' Aachupines were agents of Napoleon and should,
therefore, berun out of Mexico. He ended with: "Long live'" Ferdinand VII!
Long live Mtodcol" If that meant independence, it pas well dissembled.
It did, however, fire the congregation with a eilfrighteousness,'especial-
ly that part about running Aachupines out of Mexico.:'
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With a following of three-hundred men, Hidalgo marchid on San Miguel.
.From the church at Atotonilco he carried off the banner of Our Lady of
Guadalupe and the cry then Tan, "Long live Our Lady of Guadalupe! Death
to the gadhupines!" When they reached San Miguel, the Spaniards had
barricaded themselves inside the city hall. Allende and Hidalgo shouted
for them to surrender at once or suffer the consequences of an angry mob.
When Allende swore on his word of honor that no harth would be done to
the, tOir,families, or their property, 'they surrendered peacefully. That
night, however, after Allende retired,'the mob ran riot through the town'
sacking d' defacing houses of the Spaniards. Allende, awakening by the
tumultuous shouting, flew out of his bed, and putting on his clothes, ran to
the street, where he leapt on his charger and drove headlong into the
rabble, beating them down with the flat of his sword. When a semblance
of order had been restored, Hidalgo came forward and severely reprimanded
Allende for mistreating the people.

This was the first of many bitter quarrels that the tw6 insurgent leaders
were to have. Allende argued that the mob was an utter nuisance and that
a small, compact body of well-trained mien woald far better serve their
purpose. But. Hidalgo,wanted his mob.\ He loved the masses and would not
hear a word against them This important'argument; upon which hinged the
form the war would take, was won, in the end, by Hidalgo, who work also the
command of the army and was given the title captain general of America.

Hidalgo led his crowd to Celaya.. He had now '6,000 followers, nearly all
of them barefoot, ragged Indians and mestizos armed with kftives) clubs,
machetes, and slings. Women, herding flocks of children and carryibg
baskets of beans and)ortillas, cluttered the ianks, and the whole pro-
cession looked somethinglike a macabre circus. 'CelaYa fell without a

shot.being fired-and was Sacked despite the tearful pleadings of its cid-
zens'to spare it. .His ragtag mob now swelled to 20,000; Hidalgo rolled
on to Guanajuato.

O

Guanajusto is still one of Mexico's most picturesque towns.. In 1810 its
mines were pouring out the bulk of Mexico's silver. The town itself was
a charming pattern of ,handsome houses -and quaint shops, and tl-Areugh its

narrow cobbled streets rumbled many fashionable carriages. The whole ef-
fused an air of,stable prosperity and decorum. .Near the edge of the town
still stands an enormous fort-like structure called the alhondiga (communal
grain warehouse) completed in 1803. Hearing of Hidalgo's approach,.the
intendant of the town, Don Juan Antonio Riano turned the alhondiga into a
huge vault and a refuge for rich Spanish families. In its grain bins were
stored an estimated three-million pesos in cash, bullion, and valuables,
and on its ramparts were posted Spanish soldiers.

\.)

On September 28, 1810, Hidalgo deployed his army around the city and sent
in a messenger'asking Riano to surrender. When Riano refused, Hidalgo un-
leashed his horde, who quickly overran the town except for the area around

the,alhondiga. Musket fire from its high walls pinned down the mob and
beat back every attempt. to storm the doors. Early in the battle, Riano

s- was killed and the arguments that raged as to who should succeed him
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diverted thesoldiers' attention momentarily from the mob. In that moment,

three Indian miners pulled stone slabs on their backs to shield them from
VI spin of bullets and ran, in a crouch, to the doors, where they started
a fire. Flames licked up the heavy wooden beams and soon devoured the
dodrs.

Pushing, shoving, and howling, the mob surged forward and simply overwhelm-
ed the defen4ers with their-numbers. With their primitive weapons they
mutilated and massacred soldiers and wealthy Spaniards alike, then, frenzied
with greed and hate, they fell upon the moneyzend bullion, fighting each .

other for its possession.

'The building presented the most horrible spectacle," wrote Lucas Alaman,
an eyewitness to the scene. "The food that had been stored there was strewn
about everywhere; naked bodies lay half buried in maize, or in money, and .

everything was spotted with blood." Hidalgo's shouts to stop were lost in
the din; and the looting and wrecking went_on for two and a half days, end-
ing only with .Hidalgo's command to march again. They were off to,Valladolid-.

(Morelia).

The citizens of Valladolid were paralayzed with fear, locking themselves
in houses or running off to hide in the hills. The,town was left.practical-

ly defenseless. Canon Betancourt of the cathedral, in contempt of this des-
picable show of cowardice, walked at the head of an unarmed group-to meet
Hidalgo on the road. There, before the town, he exacted from the rebel
leader a promise that the shameful plunderings of San Miguel, Celaya, and
Guanajuato would not be repeated at Valladolid, Hidalgo, however, when he

entered the town and found the cathedral locked (he had wanted to say'a
prayer of thanksgiving, he claimed), angrily jailed all Spaniards,. replaced

the city officials with his own men, and confiscated four-hundred thousand
pesos from the church treasury. Heady with success, he felt certain

that his army, which was still growing, was now invincible.

With 2,000 regular soldiers and a meandering, disorganized mob of 80,000
Indians and mestizos, he swung through Toluca and started up the mountain .

pass toward Mexico City. In the National Palace, the near-hysterical Viceroy
Venegas, lacking his best officer, General Galleja (who was on the march .

from San Luis Potosi), commissioned a militatynovice named Trujillo to
intercept Hidalgo in the mountains. Trujillo went off with 7,000 men.and

two cannons, The two armies met on October 30 in a, mountain pass called
Monte,de las\cruces (Mountain of the Crosses), a place where road bandits,

when caught, were crucified. The battle raged all day with neither side
giving-ground; although by nightfall Trujillo was nearly surrounded and,
under cover of,darkness withdrew. He returned to Mexico City claiming a

great victory, but the viceroy wailed in despair. He had the Virgin de los

Remedios brought from her shrine in the` hills and placed in the grand

eathedral, where he formally ctiTaissioned her captain general of all
Spanish forces in America and then fell on his knees and prayed for divine

intervention. His prayers, it seems were answered.
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Every now and then the unfolding of istory takes an unexpected turn. The

chain-like pattern of cause and efe t is suddenly upset by some altogether

different and unexpected event, dvith its subsequent startling effect.

With victory lying in the palm of his hand, Hidalgo would not jtasp it.

By turning his army around and marching back toolucal he confounded both .

military strategists and historians, who have looked xn vain for the'reason

for this move. Many have been suggested: that Trujillo, in fact.defeated

him; that another argument arose between himself and Allende; that his arm'.

was falling apart with desertions. But the real reason can probably be

found only by carefully studying the character of Hidalgo. He may have

felt mercy for the people in Mexico City. Or,. he may have felt the lack

of principles guiding his movement. In -any; case, his insurrection; from

this point onward, went into a steady decline from which it never recover-

ed. General,Calleja, with 7,000 men, caught up=latth him anktulco and

soundly defeated his dwindling,, army of 40,000. ,Hidalgo escaped to Valladolid

and Allende managed an orderly retreat to Guanajuato.

Undaunted by this defeat, Hidalgo dispatched several of his more capable le

officers.toyariousparts of the country to sound his "Cry of Dolores"--to ." J

Guadalajara and to rural regions in, the south. A\ priest and former pupil

of his, Father Jose Maxja Mbrelos,"Was sent south to capture Acapulco. .

Don .Jose Antonio Torres was s4nt to Guadalajara, which received him with

'such a resounding, welcome that. he included-Hidalgo to take up residence

there. All-Guadalajar, including its clergy and officials, hailed him.as

a great liberator, gave him fiestas, and celebrated high mass, in his

honor, during which he sat inthe canopied chair regularly reserved for

viceroys. They bestowed upon him the title Alteza Serenisma (Supreme .

Highness), while he, in quiet moments, worked at writing precepts for his

government. Meanwhile Calleja advanced on Guadalajara.

Despite Allende's heated objections, Hidalgo chose to fight Callejo out-

side the city. Defenses were prepated on the banks of the Lerma River,

near a bridge called Puente de Calderon some miles northeast of the city.

s\
He had 100,000 men, and Calleja, when he arrived after a fo ced march, had

but 7,000 although is superior discipline and strategy mpre than off-

set this numerical difference. After several hours of hard fighting, a

well-aimed Calleja cannon sent a heated iron ball into Hidalgo's munitions

dump, starting a holocaust behind the rebel lines. A wind fanned the

flames till the whole country side was,a burning inforno. Hidalgo was

again defeated, and Calleja entered Guadalajara in triumph.
4

The insurgents regrouped in Zacatecas where Allende, furious with Hidalgo

fore his bungling at Guadalajara, demoted him to civilian in charge of poli-

tical affairs and put 14.mself at the head of the army.. But, it was too

late. The redoubtable Calleja was again on the march. In forty coaches

with an armed escorof 1,000 men, the rebel army of Allende struck off

for San Antonio de Bejar (now San Antonio, Texas) wheie, it was rumored,

a new uprising'had started. While they were winding their way through

the mountainous district of north Coahila, an ex-rebel leader named

Ignacio Elionda ambushed them and captured their entlie train. Under

a heaVY guard they were marched across a scorching desert to Chihuahua

where ally except Hidalgo were given a quick court martial and were sub-

sequently shot. Hidalgo, because he, was a priest, was handed over to the
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bishop of Durango, who defrocked him and returned him to the army for
execution.

Don Miguel Hidalgo is revered as Mexico's greatest patriot. Against his
shortcomings which were, admittedly, many, stands one attribute which he
possessed in abundance and which in Mexico is more admired than military
genius or intellectual brilliance. He had sympathy for the underdog. He,

more than any leader in his movement, sought to alleviate the misery of

the Indians and mestizos: His highly'emotional nature undoubtedly litade
him rash and headstrong, but it also made him burn with compassion for
all suffering perceptive beings, including animals. A paper he!write in
prison expresses those same depths of emotion fou4d inpassages of the
Old Testament. "Who will give liater for my brow and:fountains of tears

for my eyes? Would that I mightshed from the pores of my body, the
blood that flowS through my veins`', to mourn night and day for those of
my people who have perished, 'and .to bless the external.mercies of the
Lord! Would that my laments might exceed. those of Jeremiah!"

He was shot in Chihuahua on Julid30, 1811. Hidalgo's day as a lion had
lasted but a brief six months, long enough,, however, to shake the whole
social structure of Mexico in transition, and much turmoil and trouble

were yet to be endured.

The corpses of Hidalgo, Allende, and two other rebel leaders were de-
capitated and their grisly heads were sent to Guanajuato where they were

T stuck on poles fixed to the top of the alhondiga. There they remained,

as a gruesome reminder of Spanish retribution, until 1821, when Mexico ,

finally won-its independence. .

it,

The revolutionary spirit of Miguel Hidalgo continued for a long time. In

fact, his revolutionalry reverberation still goes on for the Mexican

American (chicano). The irony for the chicano is that he is not Mexican
(except by descent) and he has had difficulty being defined in the main:
stream of life in the United States. Because of discrimination, poverty,
the varied experiences of injustices, the chicano's plight in overcoming
the barriers that plagued him in his acquiring the skills and pride that

1th
attend the powers of political, social, and economic bettermen s been

frustrating and tragic. His experience today is still trying, b t the

progress is measurably positive. The outlook is not bleak, but er

promising. The dreams of Hidalgo and men who shared like experiences in
Mexico and in the United States appear a reality -a triumph over the
vicissitudes of being a frepanbe it Mexican or chicano.
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P. A. ANNOUNCEMENT
-.CIN CO DE MAYO-,

May I have your attention please. I would like to take a few minutes

of your time to share with you the aignificanc4 of this day, Cinco de

Mayo. Today 1.8 a great day in .the history of tbAllepublic of Mexico.

and it is an equally proud and significant time for all Mexican

Americans, for it marks the 110th anniversity of a heroic event in the

town of Puebla, Mexico. In 1862, on the fifth of May, an ill-equipped

btt patriotic band Of Mexican citizens - turned soldiers, stood up against

one of the world's finest armies, the French Army, and won a great

victory. The Mexican patriots were not expected to win. By all odds

they should have 1013E. But like the underdogs of other times in other

countries, the defenders of Puebla had had to make a vital decision at

a crucial time. It was simply, should they take the easy way out and

allow a foreium army and ruler to come into their country unopposed and

set up a foreign government to rule over them without their consent. Or,

should they do what they could as inexperiencedsoldiers.. As' brave men

who desired freedom and justice and democracy, the choice to fight was

enevitable.

The outcome of the battle was the big surprise, not the fact that the'

Mexicans decided to fight, for Mexican citizens had been fighting Oppres-

sion, foreign anddomestic,ever since the first Conquistador arrived in

Spain in the 1500's. The detenders of Puebla did win, but as in the case

of the Minutemen at Lexington and Concord this initial victory only.-
.

meant the beginning of a long and bitter struggle to throw off the rule

of a,foreign country and emperor. In the end, Mexico was successful in

ridding itself of the Emperor Maxiniillian, just as the Americans ended
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the rule of King George III. And like its sister Republic, Mexico,

she also went on to create a Constitution and unity under its great

President, Benito Juarez, the Fatter of modern Mexico.

So, it is altogether fitting and appropriate that today, Cinco 'de Mayo,

we all join together in commemorating the brave men of Mexico who cham-

pioned freedom and reform a century ago. For we have living among us

a little more than 7,000,000 of their descendants, proud Mexican

Americans and Chicanos who are continuing the struggle of their fore-

fathers to achieve the same goals of democracy. To the 13% of our

student body Who are the heirs of Benito Juarez and the defenders (W

Puebla, we join you in honoring this dacAone of the finest and best

remembered in the western hemisphere.

A

Thank you for your attention.

t

o
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Mexico, true to the tradition of the Western World, has experienced and

is experiencing an on-going movement of democracy to free it from the

circumstances of privileged for the new and injustice for many. As part

of this experience, there has been the civil struggle between the lib-

erals and the conservatives, between the Mestizos and the Creoles, but

also Mexico has had to throw off the yoke of foreign domination and inter-

vention not once but twice.

The first effort to gain its independence is celebrated on the national

holiday, SepteMber 16. '(This event is more similar
that

the Fourth of July

in the United,States. It was from colonial status ,that Mexico rose up

against Spain on that date in 1810 -- beginning with Father Hidalgo's "El

Grito de Dolores.") The second date of Mexican' independentoriginated

with the need to drive the French invaders from the soil of Mexico in

1862. On the fifth of May in that year a great battle took place in

Puebla, just south of Mexico City, and it signifies the desire of the

Mexican people to be free from foreign control and from the priviledged

classes of their own society.

Following the first struggle-to rid itself of Spain's control, Mexico

set up a republic in 1823, but Mexico was not a truly functioning demo-

cratic society in the years that followed. The period from 1 &23 until

1862 was dominated by the egocentric Santa Anna. During this time,,

Mexico's problems were compounded by the Texas revolt and the Mexican

American War in which Mexico tragically lost one-half of its lane in 1848

to the United States. This period. of turmoil saw many military coups

with the result that many political dissidents wee forced to flee from

the country. Santa Anna, himself, was exiled no fewer than three times.

In the 1850's certain members of the upper class Creoles had lost their

possessions and had fled the country for Italy and France. There

Napoleon III and more particularly the Empress Eugenie, were convinced

that the glory of France would be served by helping to "regenerate"

Mexico. The tool for saving Mexico from itself.would be the French

Army and the Austrian Archduke, Maximillian.

Mhximillian, brother of the Hapsburg Emperor of Austria, was convinced

that he would be the cure for Mexico's ills, that he would be the instru-

ment for regenerating the country. He was duped into believing that the

Mexican people also believed this and wanted him as their emperor. It

was a great shock to him to find, upon his arrival'in Ver Cruz, no great

reception but a hostile people ready to defend their country. Indeed,

the invasion of the French Army was the catalyst which served to unite

most of Mexico under its Zapotec Indian President, Benito Juarez.

Mhximillian had his supporters, of courser, the conservative Creoles and

the Church. But he was able to maintain himself in power only through

the'presence of the French Army.

Benito Juarez was supported by the liberals, primaAy the Mestizos and

the Indians. It, was he who had introduced iheperiodknown simply as

"The Reform," but the invasion of the French and Maximillian had inter-

ritsted the promise of Juarez' new government. Benito Juarez earlier
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had been the governor of Oaxaca where he was the champion of the Indians,
providing education and land reform which had led to his election to the
Presidency of the country by the liberals to carry out similar reforms

on a national scale.

Thus, the stage was set for the five-year struggle, 1862-67, between
Maximillian and Juarez. In a real sense this was a civil war as well as

a war to throw the foregin'inv ders out of Mexico. It is important to
understand the significance of Cinco de Mayo in its'historical context,
for only then can we appreciate its meaning in Mexican history. After

Juarez' Presidency came the dictatorship ofPorfirio Diaz, and Mexico
stood still with regard to tlie-ideals of Benito Juarez. Once again, an

age of privilege for the few and oppression for many, descended upon

Mexico. But the Revolution of 1910 saw the overthrow of Diaz and the re-
instatement of Juarez' progressive democratic reforms, and they are still

being fulfilled in Mexico today.

It is equally important to understand and appreciate Cinco de Mayo as a

single great historical event. It is one of the most proud and memorable

days inman's struggle against injustices and oppression. The Mexicans at
Puebla, like the Americans at Lexington and Concord and the French at
the Bastille were-up against great odds. -They-were basically amateurs
in military training, had inferior weapons, were pitted against a well-

trained and disciplined army, and were the decided underdogs. Indeed,

the French at Puebla had so little regard for the Mexican "rabble" that.

they attacked them in a head-on frontal assult. By the end of the day's

fighting, 'the French were driven back in defeat with the loss of 1,000

men. They had to be reinforced by much larger numbers of soldiers before

they could take Mexico City and install Maximillian on the throne,/and

as we have seen, he was emperor only by the grace of the French Army,

It is a tribute to the heroic defenders of Puebla,that at this crucial

time in the history of their country, they were willing to lay down their

lives for Mexico.

do
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EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD

BY Arthur D. Martinez

The 5th of May is truly one of the most proud and memorable days in the

history of this hemisph re. On this dpy in-1862 a foreign army was de

''Th

-

feated on Mexican soil. e invaders were French troops seeking to pave

the way for the "liberation and regeneration" of Mexico. Their orders

were to secure the country and await the arrival and imposition of a

monarchial rule under Archduke Maximillian, younger brother of the

Hapsburg Emperor of Austria. -,

The French believed they came as liberators of an oppressed people'.
...

Napoleon III of France had been wrongly counseled-by Mexican dissidents

that a French army would be welcomed promptly by the people of Mexico.

The invaders landed on the Mexican coast at Vera Cruz; meetiIg little

resistance, they proceeded inland toward the pital at Mexico City.

The self-styled liberators advanced upon Pu bla, where, the French Com-

mander had been assured, the priests and t eir parishioners would wel-

come them with "clouds of-incense," and the population would "fling

wreaths of flowers about their necks." They were. sadly mistaken. In-

stead, they were met by an army of ex-guerillas led by an amateur general

armed with outdated weapons which the British had captured from the first

Napoleon at Waterloo and subsequently sold to the Mexican Government:

4h

TheTrench General, confident of a swift and glorioui'victory over a "rag-

tagundisciplined,band, ordered his troops to attack the center of the

Mexican fortification--the steep slopes of the Cerro de Guadalupe. He

succeeded in adding a new national holiday to the Mexican calendar. On

May 5, 1862, the French Army with the loss of more than a thousand men,

was driven back to Orizaba and the coast.

But the French were already too deeply committed(Ito withdraw from Mexico.

thanNapoleon's choice was to esculate, rather th to lose face. He de-

ployed over thirty thousand more troops, plus an additional number of

cannon, and eventually managed to overwhelmithe bankrupt, hard-pressed

forces of the vernment and impose their rule upon the nation. The

liberal government of Benito Juarez was slowly driven across the border

into this country. Guerrilla warfare against the "liberators" never

ceased and, in fact, large sections of the country were never fully paci-

fied by the monarchy.

During this tragic period, the United States was deep in the throes of.

the Civil War, making support of the Mexican Governmenmpossible, even

h
against such clearltransgression of the spirit and letter of the Mon-roe

Doctrine. p
.

The much harrassed French and their cohorts were driven out of'Mexico in

1867. One June 19th of that year, Emperor Mhximillian, a sad and mis-

informed victim of an unsuccessful attempt to subjugate a proud and brave

people, died before a firing squad on the Hill of Bells. .--
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The message which was written into history that day at-Puebla is of
great significance to all the.world. The defeAdvs of. Puebla and'the
people of Mexico stand out'as one of the great champions of freedom,
self-determinatiOn and independence.

It is a tribute to these people that they were not led astray by those
among than Who sought to deliver their country into the hands of a
foreign invader. Their perseverance rind silence had betrayed a burning .

ardor in .their,hearts for freedom and justice. An ardor which was to.
erupt 43 years later into a demand foriundamental transformation of
the Mexican society.

As one scans through the many chapters of Mexican history, he cannot
but be instilled with a deep pride and admiration for the great Mexicans
who chose to settiWin this country. Throughout the Southwest we are
continually exposed to the rich Latin culture, architecture, and
language. 'And, may 1 stress the legacy that these people brought with
them from Mexico--a strong will, determination, and'courage which made
possible the stand and victory at bla on Cinco de Mayo *n 1862, has
given this society the best that a eople can offer.

?9
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Props:

POTATO CHIPS CCMMERCIAL

Bandido outfit and Gentleman's outfit. Hats, pistol or
rifle, ammunition, mustache for bandido, big sack labeled
potato chips

Characters: Bandido--hungry, fat, sloppy, ugly, mean, ready to burn
the gentleman for his sack

Setting: A robbery will ke place-- bandido will sneak up to gentle-

man Who has smoUnted from his horse and is standingl,

Bandido: (Creeps up slowly behind iosie gander (gentleman) and pulls

his pistol)

"Hombre, Geet em op!" "Ha, ha, ha,.., Geefmee of yer
moniees."

-
Goosie Gander: ($traight faced, turns sloWly around and faces bandido)-

"I don't have money, but I have something---take it,
here.". (holds up sack and offers'it .to bandido)

Bandido: "Hombre, you no try fonny beezness, eh?" (Grabs sack,

laughs)

(With his teeth he. tears off top and spits tearto'floOr)

(As torn paper is falling to ground, someone rushes over
with trash can -- catching paper before it falls to ground)

"Caramba, wot ees theds! (sticks hand in sac1 and ,pulls

out a potato chip, bites into it and smiles).

"411 aiMIZZINN1 1..." profocateef, deeleeshyos, grownoop,
moch good eh!" (laughs, and eats more).,

Goosie Gander: (Smiles, turns to audience -- seriously)
"The only question is--is he. old 'enough for it?"
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FIVE-DAY DEODORANT PADS

Props: Bandido outf ifle, sombrero, boots, bandoliers, mustache

Character: A bandido--dirty, fat, smelly, mustached, ca

and lots 11! ammunition.

setting: Sitting down--perhaps under a tree. ?Relaxing his tired

body,by pulling off his clothing.

Bandido is showing hiS wearihess and slowness--moves

slowly with much fatigue.

Bandido: Resting,-pulling off his shoes, (slowly, one by one)

bandoliers, sombrero, strokes his hair, and takes off

his shirt. As he takes off his ahirt. he _looks at it

with much examination and smells it.

"Sniff, Sniff, Sniff, Sniff," (He smells the shirt -and

and turns to his armpits and sniffs them.)

ing a rifle

(;"hakes his nostrils, and jerks back his head after

smelling himself) "Chihuahua,

(Frantically, he begins to eparal aroundfumbling
through things, searches, searches,, searches.)

"Ahhhhhh S (finds a box, holds it up high and

brings it up to look at label which is marked clearly

5-day deodorant pads) "Ahhhhhh " (Opens box and

takes out a pad--holds it up to his nose, sniffs it and

starts rubbing it under his armpits. Hi smiles with

much relief.)

Commercial: "IF IT'S GOOD ENOUGH-FOR HIM, IT'S GOOD ENOUGH FOR

EVERYBODY."

By Nicholas Rodillas
May 5, 1971
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DRANAT I ZE BY P ANT Cti DI MG

Chicano is only a field worker (slowly cutting weeds with hOe)r.

Chicano is lazy (siesta)

Chicano is a greaser (heavy pomade on hair - slicked-down hair)

Chicano is slow learner (show him havin hard time solving class work)

Chicano is one color (put on mask of at rotype)

Chicano is'dirty and smelly (shows that he needs to take-a bath)

Chicano is a trouble maker (shows two fighting,. are stopped and

fights on)
0
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NEW FILMS 'MON PICTURES_
. 0/Lexicon American - Summar /974er

The following are new motion picturefilma that are either located in our
district's audio visual library or are on order for the nap school year

1971-1972, Harvest of Shame and 141.7,13 Aoaript are documentary films
that are exclusively about the Mexican American. However, of the two,
the Batter focuses more on the chicane,.

CATALOGUE MINER

301.4
1

et

TITLE AND msclunIoN

I

CHICANO PRIM EE SOUTHWEST. Color,,151minutes.

A somewhat exaggerated production o4 a Hock en,
I*erican. family encountering sociarend scow:ate .

problems after emigrating free rural Texas to
urban California. Although seemingly unrealistic
in .spots, the film offers insight to problems
of acculfuration'and assimilation.

Recommended - Middle School and Senior High School

301.45 PEL/PA: NORTH OP ?11; BORDER, Color, 16 minutes.

'A %MOD, refreshing, romantic production of a teen-
age girl's feelings for her uncle's plight in his

.-4struggle for education and economic-betterment.
Vitens can really relate to Pelipeenexperiencs.

301.45

Recommended - Upper Grades through Senior ,High School.

HARVEST Of SHAME. BTack and White, two parts, 7
fifty-four minutes:

A provocative documentary narrated by the at

Edward Morrow, about they tragic life of migrant
workers in the United States, This filwpas
produced in-1960--forevMmer to a folldwup study,
MierantWorkeri filmed in 1970. Harvest of Shama
focuses on the sact3., etonomikiedUcationalf707
Utica experience* '0.gthemig

lifmstyle elates no 1)
group. it shoes .'the fru
endless struggle of thi, Oft -who care

re of explOited human resou

31 of 1960, the, conditiona
app unresolved t6day..

worker ubose
icular ethnic
rations, emd
:caught letha,
es. Although.

pa obleins

Recommended - Middle and Senior, High School
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NEW PUNS MOrION PICIURES -(Mexican AllitriCall Summer 1971.) -- cont'd

CATALOGUE NUMBER

331.69

ti

301.45

301.45

. TITLE' AND DESCPUTION

HUNGER IN ERICA. Black and White, two parts,
fifty-four minutes.

A- prompting production of hanger in the United
St es, It may seem that hunger is overly draw
ti1 in a nation that's the best fed in the
werl 4 but the atatistics,offered in the film ..
seem to verify the real casualties of oar tine.
The chicano hes been a victim of such poverty--
as dramatically shown th this film. .A. twenty.-

nisfute segment of chicano hangs* is startingly
reisaled in Sad Antonio, Texas. .

Recommended - Middle and Senior High School

BUELGAL Color, two ^1)&1.04, fifty-four minutes.
.*.

A straightforward -fili,eiPturing'thit backgrount
sq the emergence of Cesar Chavez 'and.the reasons
for unionizing hundred* of far* laborers --of

-whom many are Mexican Americana. Although the
presentation is strongly chicano oriented, both
sides- -farm owners and workers are examined.

Recommended Middle and Senior" High Scbool

I Ai .10A 1LN Prom the poem Of seme name, written
by Corky Gonzales. Color, twentya
two minutes..

An extremely provocati4e film-- strongly airing
the wilevances of chicanos today. Tbis fast-
sozring.fiba compresses many yeers of Struggle
of both the Mexican and chicon* in s 304,11 of .

twenty-two minutes. Those aho'do not know nor
understand the vicissitudes and frustrationd of
the chicano might feel gui4y--let alone offended,:
especially if they are Angle. Fran 11. historical
and literary perspective, the fibs is. a classic.

For those who are cognizantodf the Chicano Mover
*ea, Waal also es4hincelithe. philosophy of La': .1

Riga Un a f an certainly' reinfOrce
their missions. L

-44iddle and Senior High-School

'VOW ON 0i0ER
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NEW FILMS .morIou PICTURES (Mexican American Summer 1971) .-- cont' d.

7

_CATALOGUE NUMBER

301.45

301.45

301.45

A

y.

TITLE AND DESCRIPTION

MEXICAN AURICAE: HERITAGE; AND werniy, Color,
. twenty-ntne minutes.

A dlorful, enlightening film. Ricardo,,Nontalban
captures the historical heritage of the Mexican
American and compliments the rich part
bright commentary of the future by painting-out
the many pbsitive contributions of a proud, and
wonderful people. The film also manifests some
reali!etic concerns and prOblems of the chicano
youth today. Young people as well as adults
have shown a favorable diking of thy production.

Recommended - Middle and Senior High School

MEXICAN Algum: INVISIBLE, MINORITY. Color, two
parts, foriTaiiii:s.

Another provocative film--introducing tieing
chicanos and their persuasiode. Corky Gonzales,
Relies Tijerina, and Cesar Chavez are included
in the sketches. The film offers some explana-
tion of their leadership and thoughts concerning
chicano imagery and posture in a predominantly
anglo society. The invisibleness is certainly
apparent in the film.

RecoMmended - Middle and Senior High School

NOW ON ORDER

MEXICAN AMERICAN FAMILY. Color, seventeen minutes.

A warm, realistic family experience is shown in
this production. It deplete a Mexican American
family's life style,in the. barrio of Los Angeles.
It also traces theCdelly routines of eocial and
economic experiene a of a large and closely-knit.
family. Familial and cultural ties with Mexico
is paralleled with acculturation experiences
embraced,by'the chid ran. A good eocioiogicaJ.
study.

1

Rireaamended - Upper Blazon ry through Sonor
High School v'
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NEW FILMS -MOTION PICTURES (Mexican American - Summer 1971)

CATALOGUE ME ER

301.45

cont'd

TITLE AHEIDESCRIPiICV
, .

0

MEXICO: CHANGING WORLD OF CARLOS FLORES. COloti
iiiiiiirtn)minUtes. . .

. .

This ,film traces ;b problems experienced by
Carlos Flores, a Mexican. farmer, who atteipts
to betts himself and his family by 'asking
better Employment found in the city. In the
move, he 'experiences the problems that attend
the emigration and assimilation process. A
good parallel4stvompared with-Chicano from.

J the Southwest).-

RecOmmended - Middle and Senior High. School

`-\
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NEW TAPE RECORDING

0

SECONDARY EDUCATION
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> NEWTAA RECORDING - SECONDARY EDUCATION

(Mexican American History)

c4,1

A recent addition to our tape holdings is Mr. Sal Cantro's speech

recorded at Claremont College. It concerns the background for .the

massive 1968 chicano student walkout in LOS Angeles. The tape is

'quite provocative and opinionated. However, his persuasions are

meaningful and should be.heard. Mr. Castro, former teacher at

Lincoln High School, Los Angeles,-Strongly voices his convictions

and concerns for better education for chicano,youngsters. He also

addresses himself to the incomplete lessons of AmetIcan history of

which many teachers are quilt,. He suggests teaching historical

information about the tragic disenfranchisement of Mexican Americanon

definingthe second-largest minority group and including them in the

story of.our. nation. This tape is strongly chicane and should be

used prudently.



RECENT PUBLICATIONS

(BOOKS CONDARY)
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BIBLIOGRAPHY - SECONDARY
(Recently published books related aMMexican American)

..

(The following are some b9oks recently published' about, the history and.
culture of the Mexican M.rican. Aa stated often, Mexican American

.readings are few, but steadily inc 'acing in quality and quantity.
This list id indicative of stead progress, and we belie,* that more

. will soon blhava4able. Unlike books found in elementary schools,

'
setondary readings seam to be mori related to the Mexican American,
whereas, those available for the lower grades seem to be either be-
lingual in content or Mexican in orleMtaTIon.

Please note that' except for a few, all books were published either'in
1979 or 11be

borroweirt .gh public and private libraries, and/or purchased at
71. rthermore, post of these books-are paperbacks and may

.book -stores includingi Pickwick, BCC, UCR,,and other retail agencies.

Because most of these bdoks are newly published, our own Rdp library
is not carrintly'MO to'Ndate in its holdings. However, we anticipate

some in the dist ct boon.

7se books ariareaources written primarily for adult ,reading. However,
this does not mean'junior and senior high school students could not ben:.

fit. Through ,the readings offered, both students and teachers stand to
' gain in understanding and appreciating the Mexican American.

Ni

NM,
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Sal Si pUedee
,

Cesers.chavez-,and the New American RewolutiOn
by Peter Matthiesson

A Delta BoOk (paperback)
Published:by...Dell 'Publishing Company, Inc.
02,95 372 pages
1969 copyright

NEW BOOKS - 'SECONDARY

The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico

A.Heritage of Pride
by 'Uncle L. Gonzalez

`university of New Mexico Press
AlbUquerque New Mexico
$345 213 pages
1969 copyright

DelanO

The.Story,of the California Graili Strike
. by John Gregory Dunne

Ambassador Books LTD..
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada
Printed in U.S. --Toutth Printing 1970
$1.95 167 pages
1967 copyright

The Plum Plum Pickers

. by Raymond Barko
Ventura Press
'Box 2268, .SUnnyvale, California 94087
;Mid Painting - 1970
-$3.95 4,, 201 pages
1969 copyright

TiJerina and the Courthouse Raid

1by. Pet

he Rampart
Aeriseleye!C
$2.95 .

-1970 copyr$

r Nabokov
Press, Inc.

litfornia

280-pages
ht
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NEW BOOKS, SECONDARY -- cont'd

Chicano (Fiction)

by Richard Vasquez
Avon Book (paperback)
Avon Publishers
New York, New Uri(
$1.25 350 pages

1970 copyright

The Chicano: Prom Caricature to Self-Portrait

An thology edited by Edward Simon
A Tai for Book (paperback) j.

New erican Library ,

New rk, New York
$1.25 318 pages

1971 c pyright

Health In Ms Mexican American Cultur peemimnitvfitudy,

by Margaret. Clark
Paperback
University of California Press
Berkeley, California
$2.45 .253 pages

1970 copyright,

Mdxican Americans in School: A History of Educational Neglect,

by Thomas P. Carter
Hardtack
College Enirignce Examination Board
Phblications Order Office.
Princeton, New Jersey

$4.00 235 pages * A

1970 copyright,

little Char

by Ralph de Toledano
Anthem rook (paperback).
Anthem Publication
Wachingtonp'Da,.

144 pages

1971 copyright

e Americlanv A Stx.41 deline of'tha Elko and Culture

.Sderce !!Book bY Nic la C. Roditlas and Mo flia Eaton

.S.E4A.'lltle I Proj ct (peperh:ak)
Riverside Unified School District Publication

Riverside, California'
1970

..

94
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NEW BOOKS, SECCCDARY.-- coned

Spiders in.the House and Workers i,p the Fipld

by Ernesto Gelarza
University ofrNotreDamaPress (paperback)
Notre Dame, Indiana
$3.95 306 pages
1970 copyright

A Documentary History of the Mexican Americana

Edited by Wayne Moguin, Charles Van Doreu and Feliciano Rivera
Praeger Public ere (hardback)
New York, New ork
.$13.50 399 pages
19717.copyright

Mexican Americium in theUnited:States

Edited by JOhn,Burma
Sh44Uman Publishing Company,' Inc e (Harper .& Row) (paper

Now Fork, -New York .

$5.95 487 page
1970 copyright-

Great

-.

River: The Rio Grande in_North American History,

by Paul Horgan 46
Vol. I - "Indians and Spain"
Vol. IT/- "Mexico and the United States"
Minerva Press (paperback)

p. $2.95 (each.volume) 1,020 pages

1968 copyright

Coronado: Knight of Pueblos and Plains

by Eugene Bolton
University of New Medico Press (paperback)
Albuquerque, New Mexico

$3.45 493' pages
ito

1964 copyright

Ha rd Road: Story 91, Cesar Chavez

can andOCathy Crlerl
any, Inc. (paperb ck)'

Pages'

by d'ameiTe
Doubleday and C
New "York, Newito

1

.ft$1, 5 1

-197 copyright

95
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NEW BOOKS, SECONDARY --

-84-:

.12.151. IN21116W4.41A titxteati\ Aasrioas B er, 1212p. Tiluasa to Matamoros

by Ovid Demaris
Pocket Book Edition (paperback)
New York, New York
,$1.25 180 pages
1971 copyright

Los Mojados: The Wetback Story,

by Julian Samara
i University of Notre Dame Press,(papierback)
I Notre Dame, Indiana
$2.95 205 pages
1971 copyright

Etbnic Conflict in California wry

Edited brCharles W011enberg.
Tinnon-Brown, Inc., Book Publishers (paperback)
Loatmgeles, California
$2.95 215 pages
1970 copyright

The Mexican Revolution

by James W. Wilkie
University of California Press (paperback)
Berkeley and Los Angeles, California
Second Edit/on, Revised
$2.95 337 pages
1970 copyright

4

Rio Grande: The Classic Portrait of the Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico

by Harvey Fergusson
Apollo Edition (paperback)
William Morrow and Company, New York
$1.95 296 pages.
1967 copyright

So Shall Ye kw_ Story of Cesar Chavez and the Farm Workers Movement'

by Joan Loud d Henry Anderson
o E4itiou (p74 back),

am Morrow and parry

ark, New fork
2, 4 208 p ges

1170 copyright

.96
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NEW BOOKS, SECONDARY -- tont d

Guadalupe Hickikes Treaty of Least, 2.81L1,8 and The Gadsden' Treaty with Mexico, 1853

by Bill Tate
Tate Gallery Publication (paperback)
P.O. Box 428, Truchas, New Mexico
$2.50 47 pages
1970 copyright ,

The Husinitqtbird and the Mimic: Conguest and Sovereignty in the Valley
of Mexico 15031541

by Harper Calophon
Harper and Now Publishers (paperback)
New York, New York,

101
$1.95 319 pages
1970 copyright
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HISTORICAL MONUMENTS

MAP oL LOCATIONS FOR

FIELD TRIPS
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SOME HISTORICAL MOTREENTS

The following ar Some historical monuments. and institutions that

offer some barite and culture of early Mexican Americans of:River-
sicle and nearby communities.

Although there are numerous sites to which one or groups can visit
that relate to. early Mexican American experiences,. some of these arp

merely incidental rather than monumental. Therefore,. at this time, the

following we feel offer more for the visit.

Using our sourcebook, A ,Study, Guideline of M xican American History, and
Ctm the teacher can be informed about t e heritage of early
rancho and mission days of Riverside and surrounding communities.

#1 -Ague Manse Cemetery (see map)

#2 .La Placita de Los Trujillos (see map)

This site was popularly known as Spanish
Town by many early Riversidere.

#3 RI rside City Museum (see map)

37 Orange Street
Rive ide, California
Telephone 787-7273

#4 San Bernardino'Asiatencia (see map)

An active branC',of the San Gabriel Mission
26930 Barton Rea,

San Bernardi California
Telephone, *79 -5402 -

#5 San Bernardino Nose= (see map):
/18860 Orange St

Bloomington, CA gernia
Telephone 8 7+ 772 4 I'
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San Bernardino Asistencia
Branch of San Gabriel Mission
26930 Barton Road
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